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CROSSING THE 
PACIFIC TO 
HONOLULU, T. H.
Second U p  of Editors Trip 
to the Press Congress 
of the Worid
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT
The following verdicts have result­
ed during the past two weeks of the 
session of the S. J. Court:
In the case ol Fred Niles against 
Fred G. Drinkwater, verdict for 
plaintiff for $54.60.
Fred G. Drinkwater against Fred 
G. Miles, verdict for defendant.
Adaline F. White against Harry 
Adler, verdict for defendant.
A. O. Briggs against Benjamin Car- 
son, verdict for plaintiff for $100.
Charles Moore against Henry F. 
Hastings and Tr. Houlton Trust Co. , 
and Great Northern Paper Co. Neither
No. 49
FULL PROGRAM 
OF BASKETBALL 
FOR WINTER
Town Boasts Six Teams-High 
School Makes Local Debut 
Thursday Night
C. A. Flint and C. Homer Flint
There should he an abundance of 
■basketball games in Houlton during 
the coming season to satisfy the', 
most exacting lover of the sport. 
There will be six teams in Houlton 
including two girls teams and each 
will of course endeavor to secure as
(At the urgent request of a number 
of readers of the TIMES we are very
glad to give, in a seales of articles, party, no further action, a few of the things which were seen by 
the editor on his trip to Honolulu,
where he attended the sessions of the ao,ajnst Cvrus Kneeland. Verdict for Press Congress of the World during f  •
October.) plaintiff $101.28.
-------- Frederick J. Floyd against E. J.
In last week’s paper the story of w ebb. Verdict for plaintiff for $300.
‘the editor’s trip from Houlton to Aroostook Real Estate Corp. against nicUiy sanies as possi i t .
Honolulu was given as far as San p^ank Coron. Verdict for plaintiff. The M>£h School has a last (i\<>
Francisco, and in future consecutive j Damages assessed at one cent. that is practicing three nights a week
.issues the balance *of the trip will be Frank Coron against Aroostook mider the direction of coach Bill
giTen as well as points of interest and j Real* Estate Corp. Verdict for de- Jenkins and gives promise ol turn-
.the way that events of the trip i,*indant ing out a very able quintet. Manager
.appeared to him. ! Aroostook Real Estate Corp. against *)on McCluskey is at present, at work
When we embarked on fhe Matsonia Frank Coron. Verdict for plaintiff 011 a schedule that will furnish
RECRUITING 152D BATTERY
Due to the splendid response of the 
young men of Houlton to the call for 
enlistments trom those who have the 
task of recruiting men for the 152d 
Battery of Field Artillery to have 
station in Houlton, eighty-six enlist­
ed.
The names of the men who have 
been accepted will appear from time 
to time until the Battery receives its 
full quota. Below appear he names 
of those who have been accepted to 
date:
Barker, Perry; Britton. Russell H.; 
Bruce, Bernard; Bubar, George B.:
PIN PICKERS 
SHOOTING FOR 
HIGH SCORES
Club Alleys Busy—Elks and 
Dux in In fe r -C lub  
Clashes
Picking the candlepins is the popu- 
’amphell, James W.; Carroll. Clement lar sport in town now. All the alleys
J.: Carson, Clarence B.; ('leaves. are humming and it keeps Tommy wuom are now living, Lillian (Mrs. 
When V.; Collins, .Maurice IF; Cowan. McDonalds hard wood mill busy turn- James Roach) of Elmira, N. Y., Frank 
Walter A.; Daigle, Phillip S.; Darling out the maples to replace those an(j Xewbert of this town, Harry of 
Richard J.; Dunphy, Walter A.; Fair- smashed by the local speed demons, i------ ---------
MRS. NELLIE M. RHODA
Houlton friends were shocked Mon­
day to learn of the news of the death 
in New York of Mrs. Nellie Rhoda, 
widow of the late Richard Rhoda of 
Hodgdon, both of whom were so well 
known in Houlton.
Mrs. Rhoda had been in Elmira, N. 
Y. visiting at the home of her daughter 
Mrs. James Roach and was suddenly 
taken ill, passing away in a few hours.
She was bor-n in the town of Merrill, 
the daughter of John and Margaret 
McKee and in early life was married 
to Richard Rhoda. a prominent fanner 
of Hodgdon. A family of ten children 
was the result of this union, seven ot 
whom are now living, Lillian (Mrs.
Millard; Fowler, Harold M.; peed demons. Waukegan. 111., Miles and Percy of Everybody is doing it; young and Hodgdon and Mi 
Gardiner, Earle E.; Hand. Wendell old; male, female and divan reptile.
W .; Henderson, Lewis F.; Henrv. Even that article so essential to our 
Ollie A.; Hogan. Edward F.; Hntchin- heating plant, poker, is being neglect- 
son. Harold A.; lott,<Louis J.; Jenkins <‘d- Only an occasional “tired busi- 
William H.; Lawler, Paul; Manuel, m an" sots in. Like, for instance
Harry A.; Morehouse, Horace ('.; the crowd that an unfeeling deputy 
Packard. Thomas P.; Peabody, Her- sheriff blundered in on down on Ban-
one down state.
of the Matson Navigation line of i .tor $1200.44. 
steamers Monday. Oct. 3, it was our| W. Jackman and W. S 
first kowledge of ocean voyaging against Robert, Burgoyne. Verdict for the team will be away on trips. One 
and the experiences were very novel I plaintiffs for $264.44. and perhaps two trips to (he northern
as well as interasting. Everyone on I Sidney Shea against Vernon E. Part of the state will he taken by the 
hoard received steamer letters fromjTitcomb and Tr. and Guy Turnev.: team, and there is a possibility 
their friends and relatives and these | Verdict for plaintiff for $223. 
were read as we passed out the Golden j Carleton O. Grant and Maurice A.
Gate on our way west, and in addi- j Gellerson against Lewis Dalton. Ver- 
tlon to the letters there were flowers f diet for plaintiffs for $215.23.
and candy from the committee which j  - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
entertained ns in San Francisco IIIpH C fIIA A I f lD r i lC  
and a basket of native fruits and i I llllll u L u v U L  LHlbUiJ
flowers for each member of th e  V Y I R F S  R|>n I I I T
Congress party. Staterooms had been i utUREiu Dill III i
assigned to us before leaving Chicago A decided novelty in the history of games in prospect 
and it was a matter of a short time High School entertainments was given 
before everyone was located for the the people of Houlton by the local 
six days across ’ to Hopolulu. Places school at the Opera Hall lust Friday
least nno , . +1 , 'd \ S(‘hpl E-: ^irdy, Elden; Smith, Guy ■ Ror Street recently,least one game a week lo;- the school ‘ But the cogno- she m0ved.
F.; Van Tassel, Carl O.; Wood, Rav-, mens ot all those paying an income 
Guldwell the exception of v/eeks when niond H. tax vvas withheld from the press so
rs. Orrin Taylor also 
of Hodgdon. There is also one brother 
surviving, George McKee of Masardis.
Mrs. Rhoda was a woman with a 
wide acquaintance and was beloved by 
all who knew her. an ideal wife and 
mother, a good neighbor and will be 
deeply missed in the circles in which
She was a member of the Methodist
m, homes of importance were disrupt- ^ “ e w f " *  HOd* d° n'
The monthly social of the Men's ^  by this bonehead play of the law’s 
class of the Congregational Church minions. Even that menace of man- 
will he held at the residence of S. L. ’ kind’s morals, the naughty jazz, has 
The first game of white on Main Street Thursday even- ,('st some of Ms devotees, who are now 1117 
the season will toe with the Island jU£ at o'clock instead of Fri- to he found heaving ’em down the )jV
day as announced, when all members polished lanes. We may take time
Falls team in the Opera Hall on 
Thursday which will he the official 
athletic opening of the new High 
School acquisition.
Ricker has two basketball teams thi- 
year and are working out regularly 
in the gym with a good schedule of
are invited to he present.
POTATO INSPECTION 
IN AROOSTOOK COUNTY
Charles M. Whit 
chief of the Division of
at the tables were assigned to the evening in a big circus staged for the 
members of the party for the first benefit of the Opera Hall fund, 
meal and we eat at the same table  ^ The old Opera House shook with 
and had the same waiter during the creaks and groans of bath pleasure 
entire voyage, the table which was _ protest as one of the largest crowds 
occupied by the representative from 1 that ever attended a similar function 
Maine was served with Poland Spring J  held forth for over three hours, eater- 
water, furnished-through the courtesy ! ing to parents and children alike, 
of Hiram W. Ricker of Poland Spring J and it is hard to determine which of 
fame, and addhd. much to the appetis the two groups enjoyed themselves 
Ing food furnished on the ship. After ; the most.
..the loeaUah of the .patty for the meals, j . The impressions of p ’> 'upside'- nmi 
the passengers were assigned Steamer 1 ing in sight of the bizarre gathering 
chairs by the Deck stewards and then ) within the hall would be difficult to put 
steamer life was started and proved j into print. Color was rampant every 
to be vhry interesting in many ways. 1 where and noise was king A. G. G. F. 
Every facility for entertainment was j convention in Zulu, the Wreck of the 
provided by the ’Ship in the way of Hesperus done in colors, a healthy 
card rooms, writing rooms, smoking ■ boiler factory working overtime, a 
rooms, refreshments etc., in fact one [ thousand blacksmiths with D. T s let 
could enjoy and have about ever}'-; loose in a tin shop, 
thing that is obtainable on land. Booths on all sides of the hall 
Reading matter was taken by about1 roused various entertainments. Bo- 
everyone and in Addition there was Bo the wild girl vied with the athletic 
available the latest fiction in the ships j arena, where Hercules and his two 
library, and this together with the “and three thousand pound weights 
social site of getting acquainted and j held forth to draw the attention of 
sociability made tl»e:time pass very the crowd. Hot dogs, candy, pop corn 
rapidly. In the evening there were real pink lemonade and similar dishes 
motion pictures on deck or in the j always seen on circus day were on 
social hall which was followed by sale at all points of contact about the
Ins nrr>hofltpn «vona  1m,^ — ,.
The town team composed of Guy
Smith and Bill Jenkins, guards, Sam Department ot Agriculture
Wilson and Norman Whited, forwards I'-turned trom Aroostook 
and Richard Ludwig center, is also wb,’re he passed several days in look- Cecil 
taking up a regular schedule of ' ,li; OVPr *bf
off, the night of the “Old Folks 
Dance,” but until then it's us for the 
splintering maples.
The Elks boys are running a 
snappy little tournament. They have
got the finest alleys in northern 
of Bowdoinham, Maine and
as a faithful worker. 
Funeral arrangements have not been 
completed at this time, but her re­
mains will he brought back and service 
held at the home of Miles Rhoda who 
es on the old homestead,
Mr. PYank Rhoda left Monday to 
accompany the body home
ELKS HOLD
MEMORIAL SESSION
are putting up some The annual Memorial services of 
splendid scores. Mclntyre*the mighty, the Houlton Lodge B. P. O. E. were 
he of the hoary locks, is still smash- held at the p]lks home 
county ing them a la old Moose (Tub days, evening, at which 
' ’ ’ Stone ‘
practice and gives promise of turning 
out a fast and smooth working aggre­
gation as soon as they get underway.
- Richard Ludwig is serving as manager 
of the team and is very axxious to 
get into communication with managers 
of other independent teams in tin- 
county. As yet he has no games in 
prospect hut it is sure that this 
quintet of stars will he aide to 
connect with some sizable opponents 
shortly. It is a safe bet that they will 
give a good account of themselves in 
any game as they are athh-ti-s in all 
branches of sport, parlors included. 
Their first game is with Woodstock 
December ft, on tin- province side of 
the line.
The fourth team that Houlton boasts 
of is the American Legion live, of 
which here is a whole flock of 
material. Among the would Ire s t a rs
is threatening Mac's 
potato situation. Mr. prestige by a display of beautiful 
White'interviewed shippers in relation form, ami his skirts are of the pre- 
to the inspection of the shipping end scribed length, too. Gray Ervin, the 
and in cooperation with the federal lanky local lad who did the marathon 
inspection at the receiving end. so with an up country pin picker a few 
that Maine potatoes inspected on this years ago and failed to look up the 
end, wifi meet all federal require- northerner's credit rating, is showing 
meats. a. "flash of form" too. In ten games
"1 put in three days and interview- last week his average was two points 
i-d shippers at Houlton. Mars Hill and higher than Canadian Pacific pre­
ferred. The Elks havePresque Isle and talked with 28 men.’' 
said Mr. White Tuesday.
"Of these men 2f> were at once 
heartily in favor of an inspection, two 
were rather lukewarm and hut nip* 
definitely said "No." and his objection 
even opposed the establishment of a 
Fnited States standard of potatoes, 
continued Mr. White.
"The Maim* inspectors have each 
received a week's instruction from 
George W. Payne a Fnited States 
inspector, so that our methods are
dancing on deck to tibe ships orchestra, . arena, and with loud and vociferous 
which also played during luncheon Shouts the hawkers and criers urged
and dinner. Many enjoyed cards, 
others ?took part in Che deck games 
and the familiar pastime of sleeping 
on deckvwas always In order, for with 
a comfortable deck chair and blanket 
it was very easy, especially for those 
who were'tumble to partake of-meals 
'three times a day on account of a 
peculiar feeling at the pit of one’s
and exhorted the crowd to invest.
of the service team are Larry Carroll, exactly those used by him and will 
Lennie McNair, Joe Deasy, Wemlell insure precisely the same report from 
Hand. Geo. Bubar, Stan McElwee, each end as to the quality of the 
FYnie Whited, Bob Yetton, Geo. potatoes. I tried to impress upon the 
Newell, Ray Wood and Joe Chaplin, shippers the necessity for cooperation 
Out of this gang of thugs a snappy of every potato man in Aroostook, for 
quintet should result. can go only so far.
At present Bill Blake, manager of ^ ur (lePartment has set aside the 
the team, is working on a good sum $LM,( to establish this in-
■Not the smallest part of the enter- st‘hedule and one game in particular sP(>('tion work and it is being done
ot several 
dangerous gents behind the line and 
in "Bill” G.. they have a strategist 
who would make ‘ papa Joffre" lay 
down and roll over in sheer despair.
Tin- little Dux Club down east of 
the Gri-l Mill is also turning out 
some Paul Poehlers in their fall 
tournament. Joy. the jolly hanker, 
has a Holmes note on all the prizes. 
His high single of P21 and average of 
1U2 shows what the balmy breezes 
from Benedieta will do towards build­
ing a strong physique. His laurels 
were nearly lost at that when S. L. 
Albino, fresh from opening a cast of 
Rexall spring tonic-, tore off 115 and 
run his tournament average up to 99. 
There are nearly a dozen in the select 
circle who test 90% or better in their 
averages to date, including Mitchell, 
the tonsil tamer; Nason, the “young
Orcutt, the 
analgesic hounds; and Ebbett and 
Donovan who got their names in
man about town"; FYUerton, the still
t&inment was Benny Roberts' .exhibi- ^  ^ possible to secure will be a sobd-v ,wr tbe benefit of the potato hunter; Rridgham and 
tion of his magical prowess. real sensation. This game will be with raisers and shippers. Their coopera-
(Dld P. T. Barnum who was guilty tbe fast Eolby Comet team. This tion and acceptance of Tie inspection 
of that facetious remark about the abrogation last year had one of tin- menus a continuance of the work, 
birth Of suckers in the world, must fasU’st fives in the state and claimed Their disregard or lack of cooperation 
haw done a couple of tail spiins in the championship. , will mean that it must stop when our
hfg Clammy grave as he listened to' Among the players are Merle Low-i ° 'V1‘ money is exhausted. J do not be
the eries of the speelers, the jingle , eiT ot’ M°nticeHo, captain of the Colby lieve. however, that it will stop. jts share "of' famtT'” *Everv** we^k*BT*1 reaS°n *°r taking as the name
’ * and sy
on Sunday 
a considerable 
number gathered to witness the im­
pressive program that was prepared.
The program opened with the mem­
bers marching into the hall led by the 
officers. Music by Bryson's orchestra 
was followed by a selection by a mix­
ed quartette composed of Miss Marion 
Cleveland, Mrs. L. G. Ludwig and 
Messrs Wilford PTillerton and C. V. 
chandler with Bernard Archibald act­
ing as accompanist.
The Lodge of Sorrow was opened 
by exercises hv the officers which 
were presided over by the Exalted 
Ruler Dr. Janies E. Palmer. A solo 
"There Is No Death” by Miss Alene 
Berrie whoso voice of marvelous range 
and qualitv. pleased as it always does.
Calling the roll of the absent mem­
bers for the year. Patrick Theriault 
and George A. Hall, was followed by 
another selection by the 
“The Vacant Chair."
Ritualistic services customary 
the occasion were performed by the 
officers and were followed by another 
selection by the orchestra.
The speaker of the evening was 
Hon. Halbert P. Gardner of Portland, 
who held the stage for the remainder 
of the exercises.
The speaker opened with a brief 
historical sketch of B. P. O. E. which 
he characterized as one of the lead­
ing fraternal organizations of the 
United States. Having its beginning
has
quarto t.
to
Tr . , , !“ on February 16, 1868 the ElksHearst s boos hoo by staying withm _____
the one mile limit last winter.
The public alleys on which
;stomach tthich developed .after two
<ds>s out vtfcen many vacant places | of the money as it changed hands grid tea-m of this year and unanimous
grown to its present size of nearly
800,000 members. It is a strictly
American lodge and there was a very Golding pays the tax. is coming in for reaj
Bill
“The cost is light hut the benefit is I
rt*.
ewers noticed at the tables. Those 
who did not-care to go to the dining 
ttsdoi were served on deck by the 
steward, and those who did not leave 
tbeftr stateroosos but who thought that 
they .wished te#eat were served by the 
stewardess. The usual custom of 
serving boulUlon at 11 a. m. and tea 
at 4 j>. m, was (Observed and .about 
the ottly advantage that we cottid see 
to this custom wsus to take the edge 
4>ff of one’s appetite for the meal that 
was to ifollow. Wiseless news (was 
received jevery day during the trip in ! 
rthe wireless office as well as messages j of the most 
being sent by those requiring them.
The TIMES editor spent some time in 
ihis office as the dally jpaper which is 
usually published on ocean steamers 
was edited (by your representative 
with a very uble staff from some of 
the largest papers on the icoast and 
the central part »of the United States 
the (Work of writing the matter was 
•done by the staff, while the editor 
arranged the copy. The Press Con­
gress members numbering about two 
hundred ns we left San Francisco, 
predominated among the passengers, 
eo the publishing of the paper natural 
hr was left in the hands of Dean 
Wimsms, president of the Congress 
who appointed the staff. During the 
trip the World8 series was taking 
plane at 3 each afternoon and the 
results of the game were had by wire­
less mi shipboard between eleven and 
twelve. Right here it would be in- 
terming to know that on the way 
west we set our watches ahead one 
hoar at Toledo Ohio and at Topeka 
Kansas to Central time and Mountain 
time and during the boat trip, the 
ships clock was set ahead 28 minutes 
each day at 2 a. m„ so that while we
symbol of the order the Elk.iiui VI IUC UJ
___________  - — -------- ................................. . ‘' ’,L “ *'■ puts up. as a prize, a sum of money whose three qualities.
 ^ d ' t ^  rvthmic^movement of the floor l hoice for a11 Maine and picked by h'lYT- A fee of $4 per < a \ is sma worth $1.15 to an “over homer” from, f00t, timorousness of
ana t ie  ry j j m Moir’s place pf nativity mi tho ----
Miramichi, and which, at the
as it kept time to the music and the some as captain of the mythical "hen it means the instant acceptance 
dancera ifeet. eleven. With him will he associated lot of potatoes anywhere in the
Confetti .and streamers made their Swede Flnholm, ail Maine center, country. 1 heard of a case while in 
appearance early in the evening and ; Johnny Lampher, fast Colby backstop Aroostook county where a car had 
from then on the circus took on a 'vko v’i-sited Houlton with the Easterns been inspected by W. H. Crosby a 
mardi gras appearance with the floor, 1 Summer, and George Dunnack Maine inspector, two other cars of a 
walls and everybodys person covered wko Played with the team last year 14-ear lot wen; from a farmer of well 
with the Sticky stuff. , in a K°()(l many games and in football known reputation for honesty The
The Rotarians appeared in a body **'a^ was one of the most depend- dealer offered the 14 cars to a Boston
after their meeting and added another l)a(,ks. The fifth member of the house, which accepted the well-known;
colorful touch to the occasion by rend- is not known as yet, but it is farmer’s two cars and the Maine
©ring several .of their original songs. asH'ired (fiat ho will he equally fast inspected car only. That seems to 
Taken as a whole the affair was one *° keep company with the other four, speak for itself- in favor of the Maine 
successful and best w^o High School teams made a inspection."
carried out events that the High j very inauspicious opening of their; ----------------
School has staged in years. It is j season Tuesday night when both the1 Dr. C. FT Williams, who has been 
estimated that over two hundred j h°ys and girls teams lost to Wood-jin a hospital in Portland, returned 
dollars was taken In from all sources , s o^ck- The girls held a team of older j home Saturday much improved. He 
and without a doubt there was j an<5 mo™ experienced players to the j was accompanied home by his son 
between seven and eight hundred! exceedingly close score of 6-5. The j Robert who returned Monday to
fleetness ot
___ _____ ______ _ v, wrong and
place pf nativity on the quickness to combat in defense of
prevail- sejf and others are qualities which 
ing value of the German mark, would anyone wishing membership must be 
he worth a Hohenzollern house and sure that they have.
lot on the Rhire. This widow's mite Being a wholly American institu- 
has proven tres acceptable to Brother tion the Elks have, by their unosten- 
Peter Rogers in this fall of early tatious and intensely patriotic conduct 
snows and home brew. If “Pete" on au occasions, become a strong
happens to find daddy in law’s cash factor for betterment and uplift in 
register unhooked or inveigles Banty
into
Ritchie hoys or maybe Mr. Binkerhoff 
have the simoleon, hut
every community where a lodge is 
a pitch game, he lets one of the located. There arc many people all
. • over the country who are drifting
if Banty's from the moorings of absolute patrio-
broke or F rugh's patent is functioning tism, but it is the duty of every Elk,
Up prpp<i "up to Bill's" and annexes jn (he opinion of the speaker, to make
himself keenlv coeniiant n f  all- - - --- VQtltUWUl- U l
One week some of the other local political questions particularly 
boys were hard up and Peter had to one which is demanding- such n
pooplo present. | boys team was pitted against an
__________ _ i aggregation of stars that have been
LADIES DAY AT THE out of High School for some time and
MvnfTYlUEirv n  no  ' one in their ,inG'up boasted of ikying 
inEliUAiiCilirJtlj CLUB i experience with the University of
The monthly gathering of the ladies | New Brunswick. 23-31 was the result 
of the Meduxnekeag Club which 1 of this game. It was understood, how- 
always means a fine supper for the j ever, that both games were practice 
gentlemen of the club, was held last games and there is not an extra large 
Thursday evening and an unusually j amount of grief as if they were 
large number were present. ! championship contests. Without de-
The tables were in charge of siring to 8Prill£ alibis for the local 
Mesdames Donovan, Dougherty, Gor- j  fives n  m i g h f  b e  weU t0 8ay that their 
bam, Ervin and Rose, assisted by their I opponents were in better condition 
husbands.
The supper was a delicious one 
and the tables were attractively 
decorated.
resume his studies at Harvard Law 
School.
CANADIAN POTATO
HARVEST 1921
Upon an area of 701.912 acres as 
compared with 784,544 last year, the 
total yield is 110.985,000 bushels 
against last year’s record of 133,831,
he goes
the --------- g z o
that
demanding such a large
roll 353 in three consecutive strings percentage of the  public attention to- 
to corner the elusive cart wheel, day. the Limitation of Armament. 
Sometimes he gets the 2y2 haircuts Justice to the demands of humanity 
by rolling as low as 330. hut not often is one of the strongest political duties 
Mgr. Helms states that in the two the American people, and all mem- 
Ritchies, Colwell and Brinkerhoff he bers Elkdom should support anv- 
has the best “ five man" team in the thin^ ln ,ine with Patriotic duty, 
town. The boys themselves admit it Telling of tne part that membership^ 
and are waiting to hear from any *n the Elks plays in the community., 
seven gentlemen with ambitions to be d° in£ more for it than any other 
as blasted. single institution and with charity as
setsTwo conflicts of note took place last the fundamental thing that a 
400 bushels. The yield per acre this week between the Dux and Elks with Elkdom apart, the speaker gave a 
year is 158 bushels as against 170^ honors even, but the mortality of short eulogy of the two members of
last year and 151V, the average tor sl'att(-re<1 Steams of Individual "class ' ">« ***>  P*j*ed beyond,
due to n innp-or nrontw T«,r,v,ri u,„i * was enough to make the Battle of «aying that they must have had the
Z  the’ Zn™ Z Z thL‘ ,e"  -Vears T" e " iR"eS' 'V.werness inch ....................... .. -  .....  ...a - a .......
(Continued on pace 4)
Following the supper dancing was 
in order which was enjoyed by old 
and young.
held was considerably larger than 
what the teams were used to. A  much 
more satisfactory result is looked for 
when the team opens the new hall 
Thursday night.
Miss Jean Dickison,, who for the 
past three weeks has been visiting 
friends in Boston, returned home 
Tuesday morning.
The ladies of the Episcopal Church 
will hold their Xmas sale at Watson 
Hall on Dec. 14th at 2,30 p. m. At 6 
o’clock a public supper will be served 
and everyone is cordially invited.
Wild  look like a botonical Qualities of charity and been endowed 
average yield is in New Brunswick excursion. The Dux warriors all fell spirit of human kindness else
with 216V4 bushels, compared with 198 ( down and some of them broke in they would never have been members
last year and 183% the decennial three pieces from the impact, when of the Houlton lodge Therefore, their
| the first contest was staged at the Passing, while it was of course mevit-
average I Eiks club. They lost every string. able- is one t0 be ke«&ly regretted.
The total value to farmers j Fullerton hit but didn’t “git” in the He closed with a few remarks upon
potato crop of 1921 is estimated at s firgt 2 gtrjng8 In the thjrd he t the lessons that the public should
$85,677,000 as against $129,803,300 last; QnIy falIed t0 „gjt, but also to - hit-  | receive from such a meeting, saying
year. The average price per bushel Wilking( t00| may 8uffer the fate of that there should be an outgrowth of
this year being $0.77 as against $0.97 Duffy Lewig and fce gent back tQ tfae human betterment and a general up-
last year. Report of the Dominion ______  life to humanity from the lodge ofBureau of Statistics. ____  1
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to which their wive:' are subjected 
daily. Housework is never done. 
What is done one day must he done 
over again the next, and not only for 
one, hut for the whole family. Think 
of the dishes three times a day. l'or 
not all women have dish washers, 
either mechanical or paid by the 
week. And yet there* are many men 
who want to he waited upon, who 
fret at the necessary attention de­
manded by their personal appearance* 
daily. What they would do, if they 
had to perform such stupid tasks over 
and over for some* one else*, is Ix-yond 
conception.
There is no better test of purity 
and true goodness than reluctance to 
think evil of one’s neighbors and ab­
solute incapacity to believe an evil 
report about good mu, exce pt the 1 
most trustworthy evidence.
Our resolutions for the new year I 
should be definite and specific. Do j
Mighty low of us who are* no! gre*at 
are able* to realize how great people 
have achieved their great muss. But 
one thing they will all tel’ you dur­
ing their climb from obscurity, they 
were' newer able* to bet on a snr-■ 
thing. Or. perhaps, we* should say 
that the-ir greatest achie vements wore 
made* through taking a chance*. i
There are hundreds of men in this j 
country today who have splendid | 
ambitions and the* ability to realize j 
them if tix-y only had the confidence | 
in themselves to go ahead and do. j 
No one ever learns until ho tackles ;
One’s aeeiuaintances /are numerous 
hut one s friends are scarce if ,, • 
think of.- friemdship in its true* mean 
ing. There are* two elements in 
friendship, both of eepial importance. 
One of these* is truth. A friend is a 
man with whom we may be* sine uv: 
with whom one* may drop the thousand 
little hypocrisies of dissimulaiion and 
courtesy. It is a shame that a mis­
taken idem of courtesy makes liars of 
us all. A girl who had this mistaken: 
idea of courtesy said to lie r gw -g,r 
one- eveming whim t he*y apologized ifi r 
having emtem fresh onions for eiinner 
that she loved the1 sine'll of onions on 
anyone's hremth. That was certaini ■ 
carrying the* matter of tact and emir-, 
tesy too far. A friemel with when 
one can Ik* sincere* and truthful is a 
Cod-seme! in any man’s life and Heaven 
help the* person who does not have 
such an outlet for his opinons! We­
an* constantly finding it nece*ssary to 
e (inform our conversation, our customs 
to some person in our midst who has 
a ce-rtain talent, a certain nhilnn- 
throphy, a certain religion which we* 
must handle* with care. Constant 
denial of true expression grows tire­
some e*veu to the* mildest of us.
The st'eond element of friendship
and sine** the war, it lias been about 
(lie same.
Theme people should consider how 
comparatively little people do in a 
personal way for the* benefit of o: heirs. 
(Par fathers and motbe-rs who live* in 
country towns used constantly to go 
cut to watch with sick people-, .sitting 
up all night after a tiresome day's 
lalmr. There* were* but few nurse.- 
th(>n, and most of the* labor of caring 
for tile sick was done* by this volunteer 
help. People* lived closem to the suffer­
ing and the- poor in those days. el 
when anyone- needed assistance ('very- 
one knew it. and took hold to help.
Tile* spirit of hospitality was mor - 
1 ."(-valent in those times. Families 
would give a home for months ami 
years to unfortunate relatives, freely 
supplying them with food and cloth­
ing. In country towns still people 
y ,o the* home* of some- sick
man, and saw and split his woodpile 
or get m his crops. And they do 
those- things gladly, and find pleasure 
in se'rving others.
So long as Austria r.t-e-ded him lx- 
remained there, blit when he* was aide 
to be* released he* came to this Coun­
try, not to rebuild another fortune- as 
lie- might have done* i:i a short time; 
hut as he explained, to express : h • 
gratitude felt by himrelf and bis 
country for what America did for th<- 
suffering little ones of his own people.
Dr. Lorenz’s (expression of gratitude* 
took tile* form of a free clinic for the* 
eh formed and crippled poor of Amer­
ica. Tin* afflicted who clamored ai 
11 is gates on the* first day of this clinic 
are estimate'll at more than a thou­
sand. Tortured bodies and shrivelled 
limbs were* in the* throng, recruited 
from ail walks e<f life, hut to none of 
them was hope denied. Operation 
a ft <* r o-peration was performe'd by the 
strong, trained hands and hop-* tin iv- 
by permitted to shine into many a 
life* which hitherto had been e n-> 
shrouded in darkness and despair. j 
"Don't he* disturlx'd by my German i
The*re are ;'2<),-ien employ e-s im­
mediately coiim-cte e! with the opera­
tion of the* mails, serving 110,000,00*) 
customers. The department has th * 
largest e-xpress company in the world, 
handling this year over 2,500,000,00 > 
packages. It has over 5o(),000 deposi­
tors in postal savings, the* largest 
savings hank in the world, with 75 
per ee-nt of them of foYeign extraction, 
in e-ve-ry single hour of the twenty- 
four 1 ,4 0 0 , 0 1 1 0  letters are mailed; in 
every day of the year 33.000,000 
IntU'tv a" * sent Debts to the amount 
of -y 1,500,1100.on * are satisfied each 
year through the sale of 150,000,000 
money orde rs. Every day 43,000 rural 
- arriers go out in tie* morning serving 
(>,500.000 family's, ar.d before sundown 
every day travel 1,170,000 miles.
When .Mr. Hays entered upon his 
work in Die* department, it seemed 
to him that tin- field in which the 
greatest progress could he made in
, the short* -t time was in improving 
* | accent,” tlie doctor is quoted as -say- j ( |10 !m)rap, ot-
and what a world of pathos. th*?|f;,u|.
And yet the-re- are* folks in towim simple protest held, 
and cities who get grouchy Ix'cause*. 
a few time’s a ve*ar some solicitor 
comes for some charity, which take*.-
not say simply that you will be more | a job lhat be thinks is a little l.oyon.l | is m,selfishness. No inn- friendship
liberal but say just how liberal you him. The greatest things are at-j fins any thought of mule,-ial gain. A
not say that you will be more | compli died by those who jump into j friend gives hiinse-li fully and all k-
i hut sav lust what duties, | a hard task .burn their bridges be-, has. This does not mean ma.erial
will be
faithful, but say just 
neglected in the past, you will engage 
,to perform in the future.
hind them and then work out the 
best way possible.
-------- Ge-orge Elliot at one- time wrote:
The noblest resolution that any ei - "No gre*at deed is done by falterers 
Izen could make for the new year 1 who ask for certainty.’’ 
would be the resolution to live more Man may have wonderful visions, 
faithfully by the golden rule*, that I hut lie must have courage- to match 
sublime principle of conduct for this ' his visions or lie* will achieve net!) 
world and for all worlds. Failure* to ing. 
live by this law causes the chief sor­
rows and collisions among men. There may be* people- in the world
-------- - who do not fed the* nt'ed for privacy.
No matter how your mothers may ’out with most of us there are times 
speak, their hearts are in the right | whe-n we like to get away by our- 
place; if their attire is old-fashioned 1 selves and think ar.d dream undis­
and their manners not up to the frills; turlx-d. \Vh**n such times come- eve ry 
of the twentieth century standard,! tx t son should be* allowed the- oppor- 
they have had experience of more j tunity to fulfill his m*e*d and 
value than all the schooling and ! im*m)x*r of his household 
extra accomplishments that you may respect his privacy and hesitate* about 
think of shining excellence. Heed ( disturbing if the same* as they would 
your mother—you will never regret j scorn the* idea of reading bus pe-rsonal 
it. . le tters. If all of us could have* th<-
-------- ! opportunity of ge'tting away by our-
Many people live in a world of ,■ selves ex easioually we* would probably- 
fancied wrongs. You have seen tie*1 lx* saved many a tit of tempe-r, a head- 
woman, who can’t go down town that I ache or any number of unpleasant 
she doesn’t get snubbed half a dozen things that result from frayed out 
times. She thinks every one is look- nerves.
ing for a chance to hurt her feelings. Privacy doesn’t necessarily mean 
She is really very conceited, because being in a room by oneself. If you 
people don’t give her that much see some one* <l**ep in thought it isn't
gifts hut time*, thought and atte iition. 
Ni-ve-r allow a friemdship to grow 
settled hut keep it always on Cm ;il ri 
by kef’ ii insight and muierst and ing.
Give of your best and the 
come- hack to vem.
lx
eve yv 
should
D E T H R O N E D
Willie* 1 loppe has boon b- ;1 1 >■ 
lest. For iiuet-n years b<- i 1 ;<<I ! 
tin- billiards championship, ami 
had come- to ix- almost an 
tact t hat no om- could comp -t - -on 
c» -ssfu 1 ly v. i l !i him upon t i: - - a re -it. 
of tin- gri -'ll e lot h. ( ’ le - \ • - r iii-ii o,i 
eel him and someiime-s sm-nn-d : i l- - - i' 
to win; not infrcepii'iit ly they app-utr 
t-d to lose- not so muedi in-cans.- , 
tln-ir own lack of skill as through ai 
o w.-('powering couse iousm-s - of tin 
re-putaI ion of tin- champion. Hopj > 
has been a popular title-holder, ai 
affalde gening man today h - is on 
: 1 who conserved his strength and 
his m-rves. live-el a eiuie*t lift- and r<- 
warded acepia int an.ee* as a man o: 
parts and general information ..! 
t- gi-tln-r aside from his prow<-o with 
tin- sin-. Cut now, voting Jak-1
the- place* of all this intimate and 
personal service* that people* used to 
offer so freedy.
People* in these- times are giving 
1 e-s than the (del tinx-rs used to. The 
trouble with many of us is that we 
are concentrating our thoughts on our 
own advaneeum-nt and ple-asup-. -o 
-hat appeals for a kind and ge-tx-rous 
spirit may not find us ready to do our 
part, or to enjoy tin- satisfaction ilia' 
i. to lx- found in giving.
DR. A D O L P H  L O R E N Z
America can never he wholly indif­
ferent t o t In- fate of tin- uat ion which 
I’1 d i sent to this Country a man of the 
type of Dr. Adolpli Lorenz, the famous 
snrgf’on who is now in Now York.
• i might -a ing tin* malformed limbs ex' 
Fiat city's suffering hundreds and 
sending them from iiis ep--ra.D g 
t noiiis w ell nigh newly horn.
Dr. Lorenz is an Austrian and iiui 
ins the gn-ai war he was faithful to 
the land of his birth, remaining there
Dr. Lorenz should know that there j jnjreducing 
is no hatred in the* heart of America 
for Ge'rman accent or German blood.
It hatexl what Germany stood for as 
rul-ul by the HeYx-nzollerns and tlx 
Hapslmrgs, and will never cease to 
hate*, but it. re cognizes and love-: 
nobility of mind and chai'actor ,vhe*r 
ever that is found.
THE HUGE
Some figure.- 
pos'tal sen iei 
General Hays 
dress the otlu-r day. can 
to impress tin* average
P O S T A L  BU S IN E S S
of Die Fnited ->t at: .
which Postmaster- 
pres -nted in an ad- 
h.trdly fail 
America-1
with
Schaefer, tin
thought, and she is foolish because j necessary to "bring tlu-m down to
she makes herself miserable over eath:" let the-m dream unless there*
something that doesn’t exist. [ is some urgent need for their at.tcn-
-------- i tiou. .Win* of ns like* to have our
Don’t be ashamed of your ieDals. . \ ery brains peered into, yet some
Don’t think that you are foolish for people* have- that unhappy faculty,
keeping them. Cherish them as you 1 — ----
Most of us are not nearly graL-twl 
enough for hooks. That may lx* be­
cause* a lot of us don’t really know­
how or what to read. If you'll stick 
to the bodies that have hee-n written 
by men in the* past fifty or one linn 
dre-d years and that are still popular 
and conside’i eel among the- lx-st by 
tbe pe-ople- who know, you will not 
go far wrong. This doe-sn't m an 
that good books are not being turn­
ed out e-very day, and it is well to 
re-ad recent books occasionally to 
learn the tn’ tiel of the times. How- 
e-ver. if you want really good liter-
would a bottle of water in t he Sa- 
harah. Ideals are what will save this 
materialistic world. We may discard 
them for a time, but we will return 
to them eventually because they arc 
after all the only things that an* 
lasting. We will turn to them as a 
last resort, and they will save us.
Fortunate indeed is the man who can 
keep them through all the smirch and 
grime of materialism.
The spirt of ‘‘don't care" is too 
strong in the world today, especial-, 
ly in the western hemisphere*. In­
dependence is a fine thing, but selfish ; attire better not try exploring your- 
disregard for the rights and feeling self in untried fiedds. hut take* tin* 
of others is something entirely differ- results of another’s explorations, 
ent. We have too much of the feeling A great many of us do not know 
that as long as our own skin is safe, how to read e-ithe*r. We think tlx- 
we need not worry about our brother, only part of a book is the pl°t it 
Most of us think . that unpleasant . contains and w ith many authors the* 
things won't happen but if they do,: plot js the least of their worries, 
they won’t happen to us. That’s They may have; a certain eliaraete* 
probably the way Rome looked at ; to bring out and they use the* pint 
matters before the visit of the vandals simply as a tool to show up that 
from the north. This spirit never; character. It. is ;nten*sting to read 
yet fired a patriot or built a happy [ a Ixjok with tlx* idea in mind of try 
home. jng to discover the author's purpose
-------- j and the means he has used to achieve
How many of us worry ourselves ' that purpose.
Sick about some ev^nt in the future, tJooel books help you by giving yon 
which never happens. It is a good J the necessary inspiration to help your 
thing and a necessary thing to pre- j seif
pare for the future, but when you j ....... ______________
have done you? best all the worry­
ing in the world won’t make it any 
better. Don’t always think that on­
ly the unfortunate things are going 
to happen to you. Don’t be like the 
people who built a beautiful new 
home and had one room ail done in 
white to be used in the time of sick­
ness. A house with one 
is liable to need several, 
constant thought of sickness is de­
pressing and brings on ill feelings.
Prepare for the future to the best of 
your ability, “but don’t worry for fear 
your preparations will be inadequate.
sen ot' 1 lx- old t inx- 
. i y: i ; :!. fins aeliii-ved v, In: -nan-, 
t h ( nh t to he the impossible in n 
. se-rx-s of in a t ( !x-s. in wh iei, s * v ml 
■ - i: i \ e : • of Do- higlxst quality fern.-'it 
for i he t i! le, and in win ii si-vm a i 
world record-- were- broker,. Scha i r 
has twice In n t c!i Hoppe, om ■ - o -r a 
tie and again for tlx- < ha i it pi .m ,-h i n 
Playing strokes as dainty as an;.- 
manipulated hy fix- champion win": 
lx- succeeds, and other st roles as 
scintillating as any of tlx- louml elm 
fahie- shots oi' his father. Schaefer 
lairly t-arned 111.- cauvn To keep F -■ 
title* for long ix- must hold it against 
a formidable gallerv of >oimn pla-ms, 
a 'id against Hoppe himself a fn * 
that is idea si m: to the follower-' of a 
sport that has its fbrills no less p- n 
than those of football and ot !x-r gam--' 
that afe played upon larger fields.
T H E  D E M A N D  OF T H E  C H A R I T I E S  
Many people, when awheel to sub 
-a-rilie ter such a public cause as tlx 
Peel Cross, will make tlx- objection 
t lint t lx-y a re "sir k and t i red o. 
drives." During tlx- war. t!;**y say. 
the-l'e* was one long procession of s>
1 ieitors a-ki.'ig money for public eaust s
at:*! "in ploying his gr"-at sk;;1! au-i
k 11 o VHedge in ;1 llt'V iat ing the - i i i t e - ’’
i!. g S o!’ his fel low e•it izens.
Wllie-ll the u ar wits o\■ e - r 1 he i!i -," in
- u red with lit " reSt of tile- \ 11 s• t rians.
Tlx- fort line th; : t ll lux! *■a,"n- ■ i a.- a
-■ ■•.-■tilt Ol tIx- S 11 al w<* n d - hat
had peri nmx -d was s (-W a'.\ a.’r; and
li!-.*- <it lx T.' of hi:s cl;1 s.-; in that in'•hapi'.v
iiianitry ix- \\'as fi-dIXa a! i 11 ai" ef
waul and p" uni•y.
I'D'h!":;!1 ! h"11:tyx■III!'!!;! |lit (Yilllhlil !i!ii;|!,:;jl!:i:!i|
r*
W
! e kVc-,-;vr for
new a use of 1!: ext e-jit, ami 
imddeiitally to make him less irritat- 
e d if now am! then a letter goes 
a.-tray or reach"' its destination less; 
promptly than expected. Tlx-se <h-- 
lays in delivery, of which so much 
is mad", arc emit" as likely to he tin 
fault of tlx- maih-rs as of tile postmen, j 
In New York city alone, there are j 
I’m.mm letters readdi'essi-rl daily hy j 
clerk' from city d in-ei orie-s: and the-re-i 
are 1 !i,min,min unde-live red h-t.te-rs j
hamiled annually h.\ tlx- division of | 
eh-ad letters, all owing to the* ix-gb-e- . 
of tlx- public in addressing tin* mail
service. Now he 
rhat this confidence has been 
fully justified, and that ‘‘by merely 
a different spirit into 
tlx* relations between the department 
and tlx* employes, by making them 
more comfortable and giving them 
assurance about their future com­
mensurate with their worth and im­
portance as a matter of simple 
justice," the department could ac- 
Jeomplish the equivalent of adding 
'mat,;- thow-mnds of employes. Now.
1 he :-g;'w "we are getting away in the 
post office* service from any idea that 
labor is a commodity."
BANGOR &  AROOSTOOK R. R.
T IM E  T A B L E  
Effective December 2, 1921 
Trains Daily Except Sunday 
From H O U L T O N
S it; a. m -For Hangor, Portland and
P-- ton
8..'1 n. in. For Fort Fairfield, Caribou.
l.i""-  : I'm’ Van TXiren.
11 "0 a in For Ashland. Fort Kent, St.
l-'f" r 1 • • i -. also W'ie'nliuril, Pi e 
, IF,-. Vat- i ’.'in’n via S-pc-e
1 g r,7 p m For I ’ri-'oui' Isle arid Caribou 
1,3.' p m —For Greemville. Itangor. Port-
Gif* ■Viagazmes
Tix-t'o is no gilt stipend!' to a 
yea r - su In ri pt ion to one cl’ 
tlx- better magazines. !t i - a 
constant reminder I iinmu 
t welve niont h period of 
t bought fulness of tlx*
F la r e  \ our subscript i-ms 
in order that Dm J-n 
number of the magazine
PROFESSIONAL CARDS 
MISS MARY BURPEE
SOPRANO
Teacher of Singing 
Studio: Society Hall. Frisbie Ole-c! 
Telephone* 245-M
HOULTON FURNITURE CO.
B U Z Z E L L ’S
L IC EN SED  E M B A LM E R  AND  
FU N E R A L  D IRECTOR
Phone 161-W— Day or Night
DR. F. 0 . QRCUT7
D E N T IS T  
Fogg Block
lend .ind Boston.
■)."t p. m. -Kor Bangor, Portland and
Huston Buffi-t Sk-epim? C;i>
' ’arih" 
toll.
u and Houlton to Ro-;-
f>. 3 7 p. m. For I-'t. Fairfield, Van Buren
Due HOULTON
8.0:k a. m. -From Van Buren, Caribou,
, ' M U l  Fon i-’airlieid
8.38 a. m. From Boston, Portland, Ban-
gur. HufTe.’t Sleeping Boston
m < ’a rUx u
IL’ ft* ]>. in. From Boston, Portland, Ban­
gor ami Grt-i-nvili", Sleeping 
i ’.ii Boston to Houlton 
1 ;;-> n. m. I.imi-siom- and Caribou 
3.ii0 p. m. From St. Frances, Ft. Kent, 
also Van Buren. Washburn. 
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
X C p. m.- From Van Buren, Caribou 
Fori Fairfield
6..'3 p. m. From Boston. Portland and 
Bangor.
Time tables giving eomplete information 
may be obtained at t ieket offices.
C,FO. M. HOUGHTON',
G- tieral Passenger Agent, Bangor, Maine
P ie  
t he
i ■. < r. 
tie W 
mi r> 
can
Oil or ;ibo"tl ie d e l i v e r " * !
Christmas Day.
We can fu r n i s h  any magaz ine 
tha t  is p r i nted.
T im e s  FuL iiG h ing C o m p a n y  
Houlton, Maine
- e IP Ml I M | I I - ,r : ’fl I Ml P, , , I ,i IIP MM IIP I- dll imi.tnilll I (I II II I p :
----------------------- Cylinders Reground b y -------------------------
T h e  S o u t h w o r t h  P r o c e s s
Ha>e proved Satisfactory co the Garage Men Who Appreciate Mechani­
cal Intelligence 
Have Your Work Done in
1 he Best Equipped Shop in Maine
Latest Model Healed Grinder No. 65 Used Exclusively
Southworth Machine Company, Portland, Maine
Bear in Mind— We Are Machinists, Not Repair Men
84 S
J o h n P. Cc.<
Undertaker
t I  I  O
M a in e  an d  M assach u setts  L ice n sed  E m baJm er 
Phone 5 74-W Res. 59 Court St.. Phone 5 74-W 
Cor. Main and Mechanic Strs., Over I iallett-McKeen Co.
Notice of  First Meeting of CV*ed1t«r:i
In t!i<- ' 'hurii-t ("mirt of tlx* Unitml S ' " 0  
for 1 1 >o Northern Pension of tlx* f>x 
trict of Maine. I.: Bankruptcy  
In elm niritti-i- of
Mugloire* e'orrirx-.-oi fn Pant i iimc
Bx r k n i n t
To tlx* cre'ditorx of .-.aid 
e'orrint-au of Fort Kent in tin-
Business men love to simplify their 
work by making all repetition a 
mechanical process; hence, the add­
ing machine. So their dispositions 
are saved some of the wear and tear
.\I;up "iI" -- 
iunt\ of
Sick room" I Aroostook and District aforesaid hankr-m 
for the ! Notice* is hereby given that on t tn* :Mr 1 
day of Nov., A.  I >. l t d .  the said Mag lot • 
Corrineau was duly adjudicated b e d  
nipt and that the first mr,-tin<.v o 
Creditors will be held at the office of U"  
win L. Vail in Houlton on tlx* ITtli d:n 
of Dec., A. D-, J 1*21, at 1<» o"clock in tfi-- 
forenoon at wliieh time- the- said * r^»-»1L f * - r - 
n.*iy attend, prove their "laim-x am oi.-ii 
trustee examine th*- bankruii! and tr.-m-- 
act such other business as may prme.-r,' 
come before said meeting.
Dated at Houltori, Now 33nt, I'.VM 
E D W I N  L  V A IL .
Referee in Bankrupted
D r i n k  M a p l e  S p r
W a t e
s n g
The purest water in the State of Maine. Delivered 
----------at short "notice by calling 1 4 1 -W ------------
John K . P alm er, D istrib u to r
Houlton, Maine
< !
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What Kind of a Day 
Do You Wish Yourself?
Suppose you could make a wish at the 
breakfast table and finally have the wish come 
true. W ou ld  you say,
“I W3nt this to be a good day,” or—‘T am 
willing for this day to drag along?”
If you keep on wishing your days with the 
fex>d you eat, finally the wish is likely to come 
true.
Grape-Nuts helps your wish fora good day. 
Nothing miraculous; just the natural result from 
right food with the right taste.
There is a charm of flavor and crispness 
in Grape-Nuts that is like the smile of a good 
friend at the breakfast table—
And Grape-Nuts, with cream or milk (fresh 
or tinned), is fully nourishing— feeding the tissues 
and glands, the bone and blood, with just those 
elements which N ature  requires — building 
strength without any “heaviness.”
Grape-Nuts is the perfected goodness of 
wheat and malted barley, scientifically developed 
— ready to eat from the package. A  Grape-Nuts 
breakfast or lunch is s practical wish for good luck.
THE WEALTH OF OUR PEOPLE
is evidenced by bank deposits and 
securities held, which it is said 
“ Will enable them tt> satisfy the*ir 
wants." Save* something eve ry  week  
deposit it with tlu* Houlion Trust 
( ’inn pan y
( 'heckit;g Accounts arc invited.
“There’s a Reason
Sold by all grocers
99
X \
PRACTICAL COMMON SENS!:.
Capacity or saving dejx-txis in large 
measure- upon tix* (‘xe-reise* of practical 
coin-non sens*- just as a motor's 
cnpaciiy depends on horse power, 
saving' sense.
An account with tix* Houlton Sav­
in'.'.- Dank will help you cultivate- tlx-
Dividends at the rate of 4% per annum 
have been paid for the past 11 years
H o t l t o n  S a v i n g  s J 5
HOULTON,
L
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Goethe, the Great German Poet, Visits Saarbrucken forest 
and Discovers the Philosopher of Coal
(Told in Eight Sketches)
By John Raymond 
No. Ill
TH E  PHILOSOPHER OF COAL
The following tables, with the 
States in the order of their merit, 
shows the 1920 vote ratio:
Delaware, .750; Indiana, .741; Ken 
tuck y, .718; West Virginia. .717;. 
Utah, .704; North Dakota, .702; Mis­
souri, 676; New Hampshire, .074; 
Iowa. .652: Nevada, .626; Ohio. .025; 
New Mexico. .62’ ; Montana, .021; 
Idaho. .615; Illinois, .608; Minnesota. 
.594; New Jersey, .592; Rhode Island, 
.580; Kansas, .579; Connecticut, .577; 
South Dakota, .562; Colorado, .561; 
Nebraska. .557; Michigan, .555; Wyom­
ing, .543; Massachusetts, .533; Ore­
gon, 529; New York, .527; Washing-
the abdomen of the subject and the 
contents discharged and exposed to 
he action of the food and digestive 
fluids at that point. Other "lutes 
tinal ships” were swallowed empty, 
opened at the desired place in the in­
testine and closed again by means 
of a spring on the “hatches” after 
they had taken on samples of the con­
tents of the intestine. The samples 
could then be studied in the Greif- 
swald experimental laboratory, which 
by this novel means was virtually 
moved into the interior of the human 
body.
Professor Heyer of Munich, report-
| ton, .526; Wisconsin, .522; Maryland, ed to the congress on a no-less orig­
in 1771, there lived in the forest near merce more than
Saarbrucken. in Germany, a chemist j 2’000 years d^°’ 
* A , without dreaming
named Stauf. He was an eccentric old l o f the minimise
man who had an idea, far ahead of his i yalue of the waste 
times, that many things beside coke | product, coal tar. 
could be obtained in the combustion ! In the Middle A 
of bituminous coal.
Stauf had constructed a number of 
ovens over a burning mine and treated 
coal so that he obtained oil, pitch, coke 
and soot. That was quite a forward
step and although he lived in the
depths of a forest the great minds of 
Europe heard of his work.
it was manuinc- 
tured for use in the 
arts and for domes­
tic purposes. The 
earliest record of 
coking coal in a[_ 
regular oven was in
V 4*
1 - f t *
.522; California, .489; Oklahoma. 
.482; Arizona, .478; Maine, .469; Ver­
mont, .452; North Carolina, .446, 
Pennsylvania, .427; Tennessee, .8,54; 
Florida, .289; Alabama, .221; Arkan­
sas. .208; Virgina, .19:5; Texas, .185; 
Louisiana, .140; Georgia. .105; Mis1-- 
issippe, .094; South Carolina, .085.
An examination of the two sets o f , 
figures, namely, those found in tire j 
census bulletin and those found in j 
the election tallies, shows that one 
material reason for this law figure j 
lies in the fact that in the Southern1620, when
patent was granted in England to Sir States particularly a very small por- :j stomach secretions. He proved there-
William St. John for making coke in • tion of the citizens vote. It is a eon-| by that, the human stomach auto-
In fact, j a hive type of oven. Later patents dition produced by the absence ot j matically adjusts the amount, speed
Goethe, himself made a pilgrimage to ' were granted in England, Scotland and I the negroes from the polls, a condi-. ()f secretion and composition of the
the ovens of the far-seeing chemist j Germany, and finally in 1817, we find | tion which was the reason for Presi- digestive fluids to the food eaten. He
I Isaac Meason “making coke in the j dent Harding's recent speech at ;.]^0 found that the suggestion of
j ground” in Fayette County, Pennsyl-! Birmingham. In South Carolina, , fright or anxiety slackened and stop-
heavily populated by negroes, only S1/^ , pefl the secretion of gastric fluid.
which continued normally when joy­
ful excitement was suggested.
Moral: Don’t get frightened at din­
ner, but have as good a time as you 
wish.
! war by their production of poison
and In his autobiography wrote a strik­
ing comment on his visit to the Saar­
brucken forest:
vania.
That was the crude beginning of one 
“Ready and glad to pour his com-[ of America’s key industries, for from 
plaints into a human ear, the lean ; these bee hive ovens, wasteful as they 
decrepit, little man, with a shoe on j were, grew the great modern plants 
one foot and a slipper on the other, | that astonished the world‘ during the j
and with stockings hanging down and
per cent of the available votes were 
cast at the last general election, the 
lowest figure in the country. Miss­
issippi is little better with 9 4-10 per 
cent.
Voting Peculiarities
i gases, high explosives, fertilizers and , While nonvoting is predominately
repeatedly pulled up in vain, dragged i other vital neceSsities. In times of a southern habit, as revealed by the
himself up the mountain to where! peace these plants produce dyes and , statistics, one finds also a curious
the pitch house stood which he had j great quantities of intermediates tor i dissimilarity in the voting habits
the manufacture of other commodities.
In times of war they are easily con­
verted into strongholds of defense.
You will remember that it was an
built himself and saw with grief now 
falling into ruins. Here was found a 
connected row of ovens in which coal 
was to be freed from sulphur and 
made fit for use in the iron works; 
but at the same time they wished also
of
the people of Northern and West era 
States. Much less than half of the 
voters of Maine and Vermont went 
to the polls 'last year, while their
English boy who discovered the possi- next door neighbor, New Hampshire.
bilitv of manufacturing dyes from coal
to recover the oil and pitch, and in- tar but England let the great chance 
deed, did not want to lose the lamp slip through her fingers and as a result
EMBARGO
W
black, so that all failed together on 
account of the many ends in view."
Goethe, who dubbed the chemist of 
Saarbrucken “ Kohenphilosoph" or the 
Philosopher of Coal, wrote his com­
mentary less than a century and a half 
ago. What would be his comment to­
day could he enter one of the great 
American p l a n t s  
where almost un­
limited numbers of 
products are ob­
tained from the dis­
tillation or partial 
combustion of coal.
S t a u f  certainly 
was one of the pio­
neers, but it ap­
pears that the Chi­
nese used coke as 
an article of com-
she found herself in a bad way when 
war broke out in 1914. It was humili­
ating for the United States to he 
caught napping and lo be compelled 
to beg Germany to sell us dyes to 
color our stamps and currency bn* 
England found herself in a far men' 
serious situation. She had no dyes 
for her uniforms or flags, and no 
drugs for her wounded. She could 
not sell to the former German markets 
because she could not color her 
textiles. She could not send sufficient 
high explosives or gasses to the front 
because’ slit' lacked the essential coal 
tar crude.
But England will not be c.slight 
asleep again. She has placed an em­
bargo on foreign dyes and is working 
with all her strength to develop lmr 
own chemical industry.
sent more than two-thirds.
Another curious fact is that the 
States on the border between No.th 
and South, those that lie on the 
verge of the black hell, turn out and 
vote in larger proportionate num­
bers than their northern companions 
in tin1 Union.
INTESTINAL SHIPS
TRACE HUMAN ILLS
(Released by the Institute of American Business. X y ■ \v
a flood of light on the voting habits 
of the American people when read in 
connection with the returns from 
States of the national election of 
1920. It shows that the total popula­
tion, when the census was taken last 
year, twenty-one years of age and
WIFE’S BONFIRE YANKEE VOTING
SAVED HUSBAND! HABITS SHOWN
The rescript handed down from the j From the Bureau of Census has 
Maine law court in the case of Ralph come a bulletin entitled "Men and 
M. Collamore vs. Preston Player re-1 Women of Voting Age" that throws 
calls one of the most severe experi­
ences of the terrible winter of 1916- 
17, when Penobscot bay was ice 
bound for several months.
All the towns and villages along­
shore were completely Isolated, so far 
as water communication was con­
cerned, which, in* the case of island 
comm unities, meant great hardship 
and even danger of starvation. j
W ife’s Heroic Action
On 700-Acre Island, one of the j 
group just off the southerly Lip of I 
Long Island, and with that island 
comprising the town of Islesbore, Mr. |
Player, a Boston man, had a summer ! 
house, and the caretaker, who is 
plaintiff (n this suit, spent the winters 1 
there with his wife and children.
Returning one night from Dark Har­
bor, where he had gone for provisions,
Mr. Collamore was attempting a land­
ing on the icy beach, when the boat 
slip collapsed and, falling upon him, 
broke his right leg. Alarmed at his 
failure to return at the expected time, 
his wife went to the shore and found 
him lying there, helpless. She man­
aged to drag him to the house, and 
then set about the almost hopoLs. 
task of getting help. The Collamores 
were the only people on the island, 
and it would be difficult for help to 
reach them from the .other islands of 
the mainland, because of the bay be­
ing choked with ice.
Mrs. Collamore, frail but courageous 
left her husband groaning in agony 
among the crying children, and built 
a big bonfire on the highest part of 
the island. Fearing that it might not 
last long, she also started the engine 
that operated the electric light * 
dynamo of the big Player summer 
house, and soon had the place a blaze 
of light from top to bottom.
Beacon Fire Brings Aid |
This attracted attention at Dark!
Harbor, and a telephone call for help 
was sent to the naval station at 
Rockland, whence one of the ice­
breaking steamers was sent with 
medical aid to the island.
Mri Collamore brought sut against 
Mr. Player to recover damages, alleg- i 
ing failure on the part of the Boston 
man to provide properly for the safety 
and comfort of plaintiff in the dis­
charge Of his duties as caretaker, and j 
the jury found for plaintiff. The case j 
went to the law court on exceptions,: 
and moton for a new trial, which now j 
has been granted, the law court main-1 
taining that the accident to plaintiff 
was the result of his own negligence i 
and the unusual weather conditions.
By S. B. Conger
German medical invest igu! or-- ar 
now enijiioyinu novel methods te .-■; 
the processes of digestion, reminding 
one of experiment s in erewless siiiis 
for a naval warfare Reports present­
ed at tin* last congress of the (lernian 
society for Internal Theraneuties 
showed that Professor von den Reis, 
of the Lniversity of (infli weld. is 
using with considerable success eleci- 
rn-magnet ically controlled iron "ships" 
ismall iron <ylind<TS. which can be 
.opened and closed by tin action of an 
electromagnet outside the body) which 
he launches on voyages of discovery 
thru tlie stomach, and intestines to 
take on or discharge cargo at desired 
point in the digestive tract, 
i Some of tlmse "ships" were load"d 
'with bacteria, the influence of which 
Professor von den Reis desired to 
study at particular points in the in- 
i testine, and swallowed by members 
, of his class of subjects. Roentgen-ray ' 
examination determined when the 
■cylinders had reached the desired
COOK RABBITS
LIKE CHICKEN AND 
CUT PROVISION BILL
During the winter months rabbits 
an1 on sale in many markets at a 
fairly reasonable price'. Wild rabbits 
are often relished, but those especially 
raised for food are apt to he more 
tender. A rabbit which. aft< r being 
skinned, drawn, and prepared foe 
cooking, weighs 2 pounds 14 ounce:, 
v. ill have almost the same weight o:' 
cooked meat as a chh^ken similarly 
prepared weighing 3 pounds 15 ounces. 
a< -ee.-dnig to Farmers’ Bulletin lifltu. 
Rabbi: Raising. issued by the. rioted 
'Rates Department of Agriculture. A 
rabbit of the above weight was rool-md 
in I hour 15 minutes, and the chicken 
in 2 hours “.u minutes, hut the rabbit 
meat was the more tender.
Tl. ■ t a vor and u.-o of rabid! is 
< on para Ido with eh iek on, and t ho 
moat may be prepared in mos’ of tlm
If It W asn’t Good, It Wouldn’t Sell
Art Old Family 
Doctor’s Favorite 
Prescription
point. Tin* hull was then opened bv 
over, was 00,886.520. made up I moans „I" an nlocIroniauM.'l pla.-e.l on 
31,403,370 men and 29,483,150 women, j 
The total number of citizens entitled 
to vote was 54,421.832, made up of 
27,661,880 men and 26,759.592 women.
In other words, making allowance 
for the inmates of penitentiaries and 
insane asylums and others who were 
barred from voting, there should 
have been about 54,MOO,(M)u vote* 
cast in November, 1920. Instead only 
about half that number wei" cast.
That is, not more than fifty out of 
every 100 persons entitled to vote for 
President availed themselves of the 
privilege.
Delaware, a little State, vers imar 
to the South, has the best vet dm, rec­
ord in he Fnion. having sent to th 
polls in 1920 exactly seventy-live mr 
of every hundred of her uvailah! 
voters, Indium/, when1 polities L id- 
ways present, comes next.
In Packages of 10 Cigars each
iMiiiinminifmi
BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
Has long been a standard household 
iemeily lor roughs, colds, croup, 
grippe, colic, cramps, sprains, strains, 
rheumatic and neuralgic pains, etc. 
Sale constantly growing. All drug 
and general stores in liberal bottles. 
1111,1......Hi iiMimi imi inMmrinMimmiiiMiMiiHiiiiiiiMiitMMimimiiMmMiiiiiiitnrMiitmitniimiiirniitiiiiiiMritiiiiniiintiiinw*
•:d s  L a r g e l y
;V i  Ok i f •U / t W JJ
h t ; ° : “ ./• > :r  s l e e p e r s
cun..iur yen ,.i. ep cR. • butter
WATCHFUL EYES
are safeguarding the health of 
son and daughter and grand­
children. Grandma knows
s
Doctor's Prescription 
Internal and External 
100 years o f Success
This famous old anodyne has 
no equal for Coughs, Colds, 
Sore Throat, Grippe, Cramps, 
Colic, Chills, Strains, Cuts, 
Burns and many other com­
mon troubles. For more than 
a century generation after 
generation has praised its 
worth. Ail dealers. 25 and 50c.
) vm nonrs sn.mu retresr nip : 
^ood than Wn noun
::cep.
k ’tvp cues  
rustless,
-This is because? the final conversion of food 
into t ;la! tissue avid nerve' cells goes on more 
rapidly v/hen the physical and mental forces are 
at rest.
You can’t get sound, refreshing sleep if your 
nerves are agitated with tea or coffee. Both these 
drinks contain caffeine, which is sometimes very 
irritating to the brain and nervous system.
If you want to know the joy, vigor and 
stamina that comes to the person who gets sound, 
healthful sleep, why not stop taking tea or coffee 
for a while, and drink delicious, invigorating 
Postum instead.
Thousands of people everywhere have found 
that this was the only thing they needed in order 
to bring about these very happy results.
Order Postum from your grocer today. 
Drink this delightful cereal beverage of coffee-like 
flavor, for a week. Perhaps, like thousands of 
others, you’ll never be willing to go back to tea 
or coffee.
Postum comes in, two forms: Instant Postum (in tins) 
made instantly in the cup by the addition of boiling water. 
Postum Cereal (in packages of larger bulk, for those who 
prefer to make the drink while the meal is being prepared) 
made by boiling for 20 minutes.
Postum for Health
‘ There’s a Reason”
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inal method which he used to study 
phyehical influences upon the secre­
tion of gastric juices. He submitted 
patients to deep hypnosis and then 
suggested to them that they wore 
eating particular food. He found by 
taking samples of the digestive fluids 
from the stomach that after sugges­
ting a cup of bouillion, for example, 
a quick and lively secretion of gas­
tric juice took place. Milk sugges­
tions worked more slowly. Bread and 
milk suggestions resulted in an in­
crease of the amount of pepsin in the
ways in which chicken is liked. The 
recipes below offer suggestions:
Baked Rabbit
1 rabbit.
3 cups cream or a thin white sauce. 
6 slice's bacon.
Flour for dredging.
SI. hi. clean and wash ‘ he rabbit. 
; :.•! ■' ;»li’ it into two pieces, cutting 
along tin' backbone. Rub witii sab 
and a little pepper, place in a roas‘ - 
ing pan, and dredge with flour. Lay 
strips of bacon across the rabbit. 
Pour over and around it 3 cups of the 
white sauce or 3 cups of cream. Bake 
l xk  hours, basting frequently. Serve 
hot with the cream gravy. The liver 
may be boiled until tender, chopped, 
and added to the gravy before serv­
ing.
Rabbit Croquettes
1L> cups milk or half milk and half 
rabbit broth.
6 tablespoons flour.
1 teaspoon salt.
2 teaspoons butter.
1 teaspoon onion juice or finely chop 
ped onion.
1 teaspoon finely chopped green pepper 
Few grains pepper.
2 cups ground or chopped rabbit. 
Make a white sauce of the milk.
flour, butter, and seasonings. When 
it is thoroughly cooked remove from 
tire and add the ground rabbit. Cool 
and shape into croquettes. Roll in 
egg and bread crumbs and fry in deep 
fat or bake in a hot oven until well 
browned.
Spiced Rabbit
1 rabbit.
6 slices bacon.
1 medium-sized one;!].
2 teaspoons salt.
hi teaspoon pepper.
1 tablespoon cloves.
Brown Sauce: —
1 tablespoon sugar.
cup of water.
1 tablespoon flour.
Skin, draw, and wash rabbit and
cut it into pieces. But it into stew- 
pan with bacon cut into small pieces, 
onion cut fine, salt, pepper, and whole 
cloves in a bag. Cover with boiling 
water and cook slowly until tender.
Caramelize the sugar and add water 
thickened with flour well blended 
with 2 tablespoons of water. Pour 
this brown sauce over the spiced 
rabbit and allow the whole to simmer 
2 hours.
Savory Rabbit
Skin, draw, and wash the rabbit 
and cut it into pieces. Dredge with 
4 tablespoons of flour, 2 teaspoons of 
salt, and 1-8 teaspoon of pepper. 
Brown in 4 tablespoons of bacon or 
other fat. Remove meat to stewpan 
and cover with boiling water, and add 
1 medium-sized onion cut in small 
pieces and 2 bay leaves. Cook slowly 
until nearly tender. To the fat that 
was used to brown the rabbit add 2 
tablespoons of flour, mix thoroughly, 
and add 1 cup of vinegar. Pour this 
sauce over the meat and simmer 
until it is very tender. Serve with 
dumplings. This makes an excellent 
meal served with fresh or canned 
string beans and with a dessert of 
baked apples.
It is more blessed to give than to 
receive. It is likewise more expen­
sive.
ECZEMA!
Money back without Question 
if H U N T ’S G U A R A N T E E D  
SKIN DISEASE REMEDIES 
<Hunt’s Salve ar.d Soi<p .(ail in |_
'ho treatment ofltcn, Eczema, 
f. i.^worm,Tetteroro’horitch- 
iriff s'sin diseases. Try thie 
< . t tu our in>k.
L. A. Barker & Co., Oakfleld, Maine
EVERY BLEMISH RE­
MOVED IN A FEW DAYS
VICTIMS
RESCUED
Kidney, liver, bladder and uric add  
troubles are most dangerous be­
cause of their insidious attacks. 
Heed the first warning they give 
that they need attention bv taking
G O L E M M i
The world’s stand.'.'... . " i d r  thus* 
disorders, will ohc-n m o'! tntso dis­
eases and strengthen the oca;.’ agj’.nsv 
further attacks. Three Sizes ail druggi3te.
Laok for the nan » Gold Medal on every bov 
and accept no imitation
By a New Method, and Thin, Pale People 
Increase W eight Quickly by Simply  
! Using a Few 5-Grain Argo-
Phosphate Tablets. They act  
Like Magic.
Fven in many stubborn oases that 
have baffb-d physicians and beauty spe- 
eialists !'"!■ years. Von have never in 
your litf heard of anything like it. 
Tin y m a le  muddy complexions, pimples, 
eruptions. r<d spots, blackheads vanish 
quickly. Your oom]>!"\ion can bo clear 
and you can have a beautiful rounded 
figure. Your face, hands, arms and 
shouldiTs oat! be made beautiful beyond 
:ins in a f,'\v days by 
new discover v win 1;
>ur mdi-st d 
this vondoifu 
phosphatizes tli 
oiaim i< marv 
absolutely burn
• e f - o n  a n d  p i e ;
s V:
ant !<
Its effect many 
treatment is 
e most  d e l i c a te
f.\ L \< 1 l !< I .: Lames wishing to
crease Im.'t tieve! ip'"ent should Secure 
tie o r  t w o  otinees ot Rosetoue from their 
iruggist and aopiy "ta-e or twice dai'y. 
.la:- a- a mo--; eiioo'ive remedy and 
e l - f e e :  ! V h  ;, t '! 111 e  < s when used iu c o n t l e e -  
a * 11 v. n.n a. .: '-phosphate. It will round 
n v o i t r  j o t a i  and nterea'-'c your weight 
:k" magi. : ut:l"ss voi desire to increase 
. ' o u r  weight d o  not use argo-phosphate.
Jajk. Pi r  f ■ i W TS P'S? &  J k  £ &
if you w a n t the best Fertilizer on 
the market--and want to  own it 
right, write or phone for 
particulars
W i l l i s  I. D r e s s e r
C a l a i s ,  M a i n e
( t :
“Listen, son:
Some folks call this 
whitt l in ’ tobacco 
old-fashioned, but 
they don ’ t know 
where the honey is!”
3-ounceplug 1
A  smoke from the 
plug is worth two 
from the pouch!
t
Liggett & Myers T obacco Co.
i  - -<jr i_ i' u  l  iv n u u L  i u a  TTm EJI <,
CROSSING THE PACIFIC
TO HONOLULU T. H.
(Continued from page 1)
■were losing time on the way west I 
we gained it back on the way east. 1 
Many of our party left us for China, 
Japan and some for a trip around the 
world and those people lost a whole 
day after leaving us which they will 
get back as they recross the supposed 
International line on their return.
BOWLING
(Continued from page 1)
minors. His foot work was poor. too. 
Rose is like the Irishman who went 
to night school and couldn’t read in 
the daytime. He practices in the p. 
m’s and this match was in the evening. 
Astle was worried about his select­
man's bond since his daughter “Meg’ 
has insisted on helping in his oitic.e. 
Dutch Hagerman of the “dope" ball
fame was high gun for the losers but 
On Friday the ocean began to get j llig totaj didn't cause Geo. McConville
CHURCH NOTICE
Christian Science Church, Military 
and High Sts.
During the Winter months the 
Christian Science service will he held 
in Society Hall.
Sunday morning service at 11 a. m.
Subject for Dec. 11th: God, the 
I’reserver of Man.
Sunday School at 11 a
Wednesday evening 
meeting at 7.20 p. m.
POTATOES
m.
Testimonial
minstrel performers expect to intre- 
Loeal buyers are offering $1.N."> fo r ;d,1<t: tl lloVt‘ -^v never before seen and 
Cobblers and Green Mountains $2.00. { *hoir first performance will be* given
in Eastport early in December, after
afternoon and |to fear for his state championshiprough during the
gradually increased so that Friday, (;rown
evening there was more sea than there ( Lefty Lunt and .*lJncle Bill” lined
j up “Red” Hagerman, McLeod, Web­
ber, O’Brien and tiny Tommy Antler-
had been any day of the trip. Dur­
ing the evening the picture shown on 
the deck by the "movie" man Mr. 
Aldrich was "The Black Lilly." in 
which his wife “Peggy” was the star, 
and as the announcement had been 
made earlier in the day that "Peggy” 
was coming over on the S. S. Maui 
from Honolulu (the boat of the same 
line that we were traveling on which 
we were to pass in mid ocean) and 
would be transferred from that boat 
to the Matsonia, it was with a great 
deal of Interest that we saw the lights 
of the ship appearing in the west and 
saw the transfer of "Peggy" from one 
•boat to the other. After the ships 
had stopped their engines they were 
perhaps 150 yafrds apart and at once 
the searchlight of our boat was thrown 
on the Maui and we saw the life boat 
being lowered with the passenger, six 
sailors and an officer. The waves were 
rolling high and as the boat was 
gradually lowered to the water the 
lowering crew watched until the 
waves came up against their boat 
and touched, the lifeboat and then they 
lowered it with the wave and it dis­
appeared from our sight to appear 
again on the crest of the wave. Every 
time that It was in the trough of the 
sea it was invisible to us and then as 
It came upon the crest of the wave 
we could see it again; meanwhile 
the two steamers were drifting apart 
on account of the wind and waves 
and it seemed as though the lifeboat 
was getting further away from both 
steamers but after much work they j 
came up alongside, a rope was thrown i 
over and the heroine of the evening; 
was pulled aboard in a basket through ;
j son to beat the quackers. The first 
i four acted like a box of "safe home" 
matches. The'd lighten up the im­
mediate vicinity with bright flashes 
ami then die out. But Tommy A., the 
High Street pork and bean vendor, 
is the boy who put the "moo” in the 
Moose Club team in the early part of 
the 20th century, and he proved that 
he has a bint or two left in him yet. 
He averaged up around the century 
mark for the evening and the next 
day sold three quarts of kerosene for j 
a gallon just as though potatoes were j 
$4.00 per.
Rage and shame convulsed the male 
Dux and they brooded over the lick­
ing until Saturday night. Some guy 
: once affirmed that revenge is to the 
I human system as a dessert spoonfull 
[ of granulated is to a cup of cafe noir. 
If that be the case several of the web 
footed ones will die of diabetes as the 
result of Saturday night’s fray. New 
Forms and faces of unusual beauty 
appeared in both line-ups. Stan Me- 
Elwee, who claims the broken cases 
of grape fruit in the B. & A. freight 
office, was lead off man and failed to 
scintillate. Pa Gellerson spoke harsh I 
to him several times. Percy Flinton j 
proved that, even if he can sell j 
“straight life,’ if his own life depend-! 
ed on his bowling he never would have j 
lived to he weaned. (Maude (Mark | 
was a failure, too. His curve “ took” I 
like a vaccination, and he had about . 
as much control of it as chief of i 
police Hogan has of “Bart” Donovan 
in his truck. “Jack' Chapman. Fred 
Harrison’s understudy in tiie Over-
ELKS 1350— DUX 1265
! There is little to tell of the Monday 
night visit of the Dux to the Elks 
home. “We came, we saw, we were 
smothered” and the smothering pro­
cess was not the work of any parti­
cular man. Uncle Bill had been 
grooming his boys for just such an 
event, but even he did not anticipate 
such a ready and willing response, 
and as the results were chalked up 
where all might read, the awful news 
he was heard to say. "Well, well, I 
didn’t they had it in ’em.'
Luck of space prevents furtherj 
mention of the game. Let it suffice , 
when the summaries are recorded. 
Elks, 445-419-486==1850. :
Dux, 425-425-415 ^1265. !
LEADING NOVELS
OF LAST MONTH
The Publishers Weekly, on returns 
received from book-sellers the coun­
try over, says that the six best sell­
ing works of fiction during October 
[were these, in the order named: j
“The Pride of Palomar," by Peter : 
B. Kyne. !
"Her Father’s Daughter," by Gene 
Stratton-Porte w j
“ Helen of the Old House." by Har-■ 
old Bell Wright.
"If Winter Comes,” by A. S. M. ; 
Hutchinson.
“The Flaming Forest,' by James 
Oliver Curwood.
“The Master of Man,” by Hall Caine. ,
All of which are in the Lending 
Library of tin* TIMES office.
H0ULT0N MUSIC CLUB
but only a few are being hauled in.
The Produce News says:
Tin* potato ma.-ki't contin'M'S slow 
and unsatisfactory, with prices not 
sufficient, to cover the cost of stock- 
laid down. Practically every salt- 
means a loss to either shipper or 
merchandiser. Country prices are still 
on a relatively higher basis than those 
in the local market. Most Maim* Cob­
blers sold this week at 25(d :;r>c a ban 
below tile actual cost, while Green 
Mountains averaged 25(?i>30c below the 
actual cost of stock delivered here.
Some very fancy Green Mountains 
brought $3.25(d)3.35, hut most sales j 
were at $2.25 per 165-lh. bag. Cob­
blers sold $2.75@3, rarely $3.10(7i/3.15 
where the size was not too large. I t 1 
was difficult to sell large Maine Cob- ; 
biers at over $2. State and Pennsyl- i 
vania potatoes worked out generally! 
at $3 per 175-lb. bag, while those j 
shipped in 150-lb. hags rarely brought 
over $2.75@2.80. |
Southern second crop stock is com- j 
ing more freely, selling at $2.50fft2.75 I 
per bbl. Long Island potatoes are 
generally held up to $4.75(fi)5. hut' 
sales are mostly in a jobbing way. 
Most of those coming now are being 
put into storage for the shippers’ ac­
count and held for later market.
C L A S S I F I E D  A D S
Watch for Osgood’s "Dutch Auction’
to start soon.
INDIAN MINSTREL SHOW 
TO TOUR THROUGH STATE
The presentation of a genuine nov­
elty will soon be staged in many 
cities of Maine as a minstrel show 
was last week organized among the 
members of the farm Easterly tribe of, 
Passamaquoddy Indians, which will 
include members of their village brass ; 
baud so that a street parade can he ;
which they will tour the various 
towns and cities in Aroostook County 
and other parts of the State.
P O L IT IC ^
Gold and iron are good 
To buy iron and gold,
All earth's fleece and food 
For their like are sold.
Boded Merlin wise,
Proved Napolean great,
Nor kind nor coinage buys 
Aught above its rate.
Fear, Craft and Avarice 
Cannot rear a State.
Out of dust to build 
What is more than dust,—
Walls Amphion piled 
Phoebus stablish must.
When the Muses nine 
With the Virtues meet.
Find to their design 
An Atlantic seat,
By green orchard boughs 
Fended from the heat,
Where the statesman ploughs 
Furrows for the wheat;
When the church is social worth, 
When the state-house is the hearth. 
Then the perfect State is come,
The republican at home.
—Emerson.
For Sale— Red Clay Crick. For parti­
culars phone 374-M. K
IMo boys or Apprentices at Osgood's,
but five experienced Watchmakers.
Typew riter Ribbons for all Machines
Carbon paper made In 
Webster There s none better. Call 
or send to TIMES Office.
Buy Alarm Clocks of Osgood. Best
mahps ni.d lowest nrir-es
Gentlemenh a n . ,  . looking for a nice Voom,
r • to, t(?wn f au be accomodated. 
Lights and hath. Apply to C 
Lunt, TIMES office. ^ a.
Coupons for typew riter ribbons may
be exchanged at the TIMES office 
for any machine.
Let one
enced
of OSGOOD’8 Five Expert-
Watchmakers repair your 
watch It will pay you.
Send 10c or five names for enchant-
ing sample and Free Premium Offer. 
You’ll be delighted. Springfield Per­
fume Co.. Springfield, Mass. 348
Girls Wanted for Clothes Pin Factory
at Davidson. Good wages and steady 
work. Inquire at office of Summit 
Lumber Company, Houlton or write 
to above Company at Davidson. tf
Live Agents wanted to handle city 
trade for the genuine Watkins 
Products. A real opportunity. Write 
today for free sample and particulars.
J. R. Watkins Co., Dept. 70, New York,
N. Y.
Old Postage Stamps*—Cash for stamps
used before 1880, on or off letters, 
collections and revenue stamps J 
W. Ross, 23 West St., Rutland, Vt. 
________________  448p
For Sale— A Bargain for Christmas.
Eastman Kodak, postal card size, 
used only a few times. May be seenN O TIC E  OF FORECLOSURE
Public notice is hereby given that i *be TIMES office.
Upton J. Haley of Caribou, in the I "A /» , --------------------------------
County of Aroostook and State o f ' A Co”f°.rd wagon was left in a yard 
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated tt0,1? Street the night of Oct. 31,
given in native costume, with head-! November 15th, 1919, and recorded in Ha 0 en- Owner may recover proper-
dress of eagle feathers, and many i Vol. *D4, Page 527, of the Southern Pa^ n£ o^r ad a* the TIMES
District Aroostook Registry of Deeds, omce- 
. conveyed to Henry S. Mitton of said ; . . 7
The appearance of these genuine Caribou, a certain piece or parcel o f : L,ve a9“"ts wanted to handle city
public; real estate with the buildings there-; - trade f°r  the genuine Watkins Pro­
affair. on. situate in the town and village of I ducts; A real opportunity. Write to-
said Caribou, and bounded and *r.ee sample and Pariculars.
described as follows, to wit: heein- Watkins Co.. Dept. 71, New York,
ers among this lo5 year old reserva
old time ornaments.
T e appearance 
American Indians before thf 
in gaudy array is a unique 
There are numbers of clever perform-
a port hole, none the worse for her i
experience, but a sigh of relief went ;>»"<•_ shops, started out on high hut 
up from the passengers when she
came on deck. A substantial purse 
was raised for the lifeboat crew and 
after taking the letters that had been 
written on the boat to friends back 
home, the life boat started back to 
their steamer and the engineer of the 
Matsonia received the order "full 
speed ahead," and we were again on 
our way. When "Peggy” landed she 
had her dress tied around her knees 
and had on a lifebelt, and shb told the 
editor that she did not speak from 
the time she entered the boat until 
she landed on the Matsonia. It was 1 
a novel experience for the passengers 
to witness and certainly took a lot of 
courage for the young lady, but she 
did not see mto take it any differently 
than if she had been taking part in an 
ordinary picture.
his lubricating system was at fault 
land he had to be towed in. “ Happy” 
Putnam, whom the Germans scattered 
over "Flanders Field” and whom the 
army surgeons pasted together again 
with Le Pages liquid glue, was the big 
noise for tlv1 invaders. He averaged 
92 and had one string that was a 
corker.
Ned .Joy led off for the Dux but 
handling bills of large denomination 
during the day had taxed his strength 
Preston Burleigh of the boomerang j 
ball beat his man. Bridgham bowled 
his usual fine game. Hodgins, the. 
only Dux that Bill Gellerson says he j 
really fears in a contest was there1 
with both feet and he is over six feet i 
tall and wears a shoe in proportion. ; 
Doc Roben was the “shooting star” i 
of the match. He's the chap who
These inter-club weekly matches 
will be continued for a time and are 
proving mighty interesting. There is 
also talk of some two-men team 
matches for ten or twenty strings. 
We'd be interested to hear of two
During the trip across many movies 1 beals b -v  the laying on .of hands, and 
of the party were taken by Mr. ^ es -vour spinal column in a true- 
Aldrich which were shown during our lovers knot- His 114 string was com 
stay In Honolulu which were rather; I,08ed of some fine spares, 
interesting.
On Saturday afternoon the deck 
sports were taken part in by many of 
the passengers which were very en­
joyable as well as laughable, and at 
the Captain’s dinner on Saturday 
evening the prizes were awarded the1 l°cal sphere heavers who feel that 
winners of the sports. This dinner J tbev could beat Mac and Stoney of 
was followed by an entertainment in [ tbe ^Iks c*ub-
the Social hall gotten up by a com-1 There are some big games* coining 
mlttee of the party which made the I bye and bye!
evening pass pleasantly, while on Sun- ----------------
'day afternoon there were services in MAINE FOLKS AT
th« social hall, taken part in by many pcTTBCM TBr Cl A
of the delegates which was most en-j i C I l Jij o IUKu  TLA.
joyable, the musical program being a The following notice appeared Iasi
prominent part of th9 exercises. J week in the Portland Express relative
Notice was given that breakfast the I to Maine visitors in Florida, and as
last morning before landing would be ; the president of the Maine State
at 7 on account of the passengers be- Society is a Houlton boy it may be of
Ing ready to witness the reception j interest to our readers:
provided by the Honolulu entertain- < Visitors are coming in fast and I
ment committee, and everyone was j jyjajne ja being well represented. |
■on deck when with the sun shining . 'pjiere about 650 here last year, i
brightly, the first appearance of the and a Maine State Society was form- j
air craft circling around the ship *°jd i ed wf(^. Dn H. L. Putnam of Houlton, j
■ill that the program had begun. We , as "president; the meetings for this |
were escorted by Eagle boats on each y6aj. Wjf{ begin soon now and Maine |
Side of our ship, while further beyond j pe0pje thoroughly enjoy the getting
there were submarines submerging , together, fit the pleasant social even-
and rising again and then the recep-j ings. twice a month.
*, with a hand came' ■‘•■flttieM Is'^rtso a big New England So-tion committee with » band came clety which takes ,n a„ of the. atate.,
alongside in a launch, while in another j and jiag over i t200 members; the town
boat there were a group of Hawaiian ; is very popular with New Elnglanders..
men and women singing the native j many of whom have deligh-.ful winter
aongs accompanied by others on
The Houlton Music Club met at the 
home of the president Mrs. (). L. 
Goodridge last Thursday evening.
I Miss Margaret .Monaghan was chair- 
j man of the following program which 
i was composed of the life and works 
i of Edward MacDowell.
| 1 Life of MacDowell
Miss Monaghan
2 Trio (a) Reverie 
J  (1)) Cradle Song
(Misses Hanson. Cello, Goodhue, violin 
and McKay, piano 
! 2 1’iano Solo Scotch Poem
Miss Louise BuzzMl 
1 Vocal Solo (al Thy Beaming Eyes 
(l)i Deserted i
Mrs. Goodridgo ■
5 I’ iano Solo (a) To a Wild Rose
(h) From an Indian 
Lodge
Miss Helen Bitlier
6 Piano Duet la) Naehts am Meere:
(b) Ballade
The Misses McKay and Buzzell 
The next meeting will be Dec. 15th ; 
at the home of Mrs. M. L. Buck.
ri   f ll , t  it: b gi ­
ning a: an iron pin on the north line 
tion on the banks of border river St. of Smith Street at the southeast 
Croix, 15 miles from Eastport. Tin y corner of land conveyed by Louis C.
Stearns to H. S. Mitton; thence, west-
N. Y. 449p
are being coached by James Andrew 
Muldoon, an ex-circus and showman of 
many years experience before retir­
ing, and towns have, already been 
hooked for this unusual novelty, for 
many places have yet to receive visits
erly along the north line of Smith I 
Street eighty and four-tenths feet to | 
an iron pin; thence, north 37% degrees ! 
east parallel with the east line of land 
conveyed as aforesaid ninety-eight, 
feet to an iron pin: thence, south 
61% degrees east eightv-one and two-
from gaudily costumed Indians aside tenths feet to an iron pin on the east
line of land conveyed by Stearns as 
aforesaid; thence, southerly along said 
east line one hundred ten feet to the 
north line of Smith Street and place 
of beginning, containing two-tenths of 
an acre, more or less.
The premises above described are 
the same premises conveyed to the 
said Upton J. Haley by the said Henry 
S. Mitton by his deed of Warranty 
dated November 15th, 1919.
That the condition in said mortgage 
is broken by reason whereof the said 
Henry S. Mitton claims a foreclosure 
of said mortgage.
Dated at Caribou, Maine, November 
28th. 1921.
Henry S. Mitton.
Bv his Attorney.
"4N John B. Roberts
from a wild-west show corning to 
town during the tent-show season.
The Indian hand is under the lead­
ership of Prof. Bennett N. France's, 
who has played his clarinet for 29 
years in his native hand, is known 
as one of tin* leading solo clarinet 
players of Maine, and for several 
seasons had traveled throughout the 
U. S. with wild West shows having an 
Indian brass band. Among the tribe 
are singers, dancers, jugglers and 
home-talent actors who have appeared 
often times in their own town hall, 
hut now, going out among the whites 
in the large cities, these Indian
Young Women W anted— Wm. Knowl-
ton & Sons, Mfrs., wants girls to 
learn to sew and trim ladies’ and 
children’s hats at their plant in West 
Upton, Mass. Good pay and excellent 
opportunity for ambitious girls. Ideal 
living conditions. For further infor­
mation communicate at once with Max 
H. Golden, Room 41, 102 Exchange St., 
Portland, Me. Transportation ad­
vanced. 47tf
V i
j ugiL 1
Now Open and Ready for You
Practical courses in Bookkeeping and 
Accountancy, Shorthand and Type­
writing, Penmanship, etc., equip you 
for work without loss of time.
Right now is the time to get started. 
Houlton Business College, Houlton, Me.
J - W - V - W
IMPORTANT TO MAINE
guitars and ukeleles, and between 
them and us were native Hawaiian s 
in outrigger canoes who dove around 
the boat bringing up coins of different 
denominations which were thrown 
overboard by the passengers. As we 
approached the wharf there was an­
other hand and grouped in the 
Immense wharf as we approached were 
school children with flags, grouped 
•with the small ones in front and 
tapered back composed of Chinese, 
Japanese. Hawaiian. Filipino and 
White races which made a sight long 
to be remembered. After landing we 
were met by automobiles and taken
residences
The city is growing so fast that it is. 
hard to keep up with its growth and 
population which is about 21,000 now. 
with an addition of 40,000 winter visit 
ors; from July I, 1920 to Oct. 31, 1921. 
760 residences. 66 apartments and 12P 
two story garages were built, makime 
a total of 5,707 extra rooms t.t a valua­
tion of $4,000,000.
The out-of-door life here is both 
varied and fascinating; one may while 
away the sunny morning hours sitting 
on the benches scattered along tfoe 
main avenue, making friends with 
people from all over the Country or a 
little later on in the city park, listen­
ing to the music of the Scotch High­
landers’ Band hired by the efty at 
$18,000 for about three months open- 
air concerts held twice daily, and 
which is one o f the great drawin
Next week we will tell of the Press 
sessions and the entertainment which 
we were privileged to enjoy.
to the Moana Hotel where our | cards for c^y j>or ^he Imnd is 
months entertainment had begun. very popular.
In this park are the roque and 
croquet courts that are so wonderfully 
attractive to so many hundreds of 
people; National tournaments are held 
here every year; chess and quoits are 
equally as popular.
At another park are lawn bowling
for 
ses
with a fine country club at each one.
All visitors are supposed to register 
at the chamber of commerce, giving 
both their home and present address 
here, so, in that way it is easy to find 
one’s friends among those who have 
registered from Maine,
Extensive repairs are being made in
the Ulterior ol the Direct Importing and tennis courts, or If one cares 1 
xne iiimriv golf there are two 18-hole court
Store by the manager A. H. Dyer.
The arrangement of shelves has been 
•changed to allow for the greatest 
possible amount of space. The store 
Itself Is rather small and consequently 
gill available space has to be utilized.
( Hon. Allen T. Treadway, Congress- 
| man from the First Massachusetts 
District, and proprietor of the Red 
Lion Inn at Stoekbridge, Mass., is to 
be the speaker at a dinner to be given 
at the Augusta House. Augusta, Tues­
day, December 13, at 6 p. m. by the 
Maine Hotel Association.
This organization has been recently 
established, according to a statement 
by its president, Joseph \V. Simpson 
of York Harbor, “ to answer the in­
creasing demand and the actual need 
in our State for such an organization. 
Its prime purpose is co-operation by 
all direct interests concerned in the 
development and growth1 of the tourist 
business in Maine. Its work of great­
est value will be the giving of proper ( 
! information throughout the entirr* ; 
country about our great natural ad­
vantages as a vacation land. Among 
its duPies will bo collective effort fo r1 
the beset in legislation, transportation. * 
good muds and hotel hygiene. Its 
charm will be a better acquaintance 
among those with common business 
aim."
The officers of the Association are 
a s  f o l l o w s :  P r e s i d o n  t . J o s e p h  \ V .
Simpson, York Harbor; vice pic i 
dents. Harry \Y. Chapman, Bangor, 
and W. FI'. Cook, VVatervilh*; treasurer. 
Henry F\ Rfnes, Cortland; secretary. 
Halbert P. Gardner, Portland. Execu­
tive committee, Hiram W. Ricker, 
chairman. Poland Spring; H. E. 
Thurston, Portland; \V. F. Alley, Bar 
Harbor; Lyman Abbott, Old Orchard; 
and Lawrence B. Hill, Belgrade Lakes.
The Atuguxta meeting is being called 
o consider the problem of booming 
\laine as a resort, and this was th.e> 
principal reason that Congressman 
Treadway was invited, as he is an 
authority on the question of tourist,: 
development. The dinner is open to 
the general public.
Among those win* will he present, 
will lie the directors of the Main:* 
Automobile Association who are very 
much interested in the same subject, ! 
that of development of Maine as a , 
great Summer resort.
The directors of the IVL A. A. will 
hold their annual meeting at Augusta 
on the following day, Wednesday, the 
14th, at 10 a. m., at which time they 
will elect officers for the ensuing year 
and consider the question of raising 
a large fund for the advertising of 
Maine throughout the country and 
the establishment of a central in­
formation bureau for the State with 
branches in various other places. 
Plans for the association for 1922 will 
also be considered.
r i z e
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NE that will be remembered 365 days in 
the year, is a likeness of yourself or family.
Look at Our Display
and you will get an idea of the excellent 
quality of work we are doing
f
I m p o r t a n t
In view of the fact that many people, by 
mistake, have been going to another 
studio bearing my name, I wish to state 
that I have no connections with any 
studio other than at my present location 
in the old Bryson Studio, entrance next 
door to Osgood’s Jewelry Store, almost 
opposite the Snell House. If you are 
looking for Albert E. Klein, the only and 
original Klein Studio, you will find us 
nowhere but at the above place.
r '
V
A l b e r t  E.  K l e i n
The Leading Studio of Aroostook 
Lane &  Pearce Building 
Houlton, Maine
1 V v w w w
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Subscribers should bear In ~ "  ’ " r 1  ^ ^
mind that all subscriptions are 
payable in advance and the pa­
per will be discontinued at ex­
piration. Notice of such expira­
tion will be sent out the First of 
each month.
Simpson Bowles of Leighton and 
Feeley’s spent the week-end in Fort 
Fairfield.
Earl Stone was the winner of the 
big silver dollar at Golden’s alleys 
last week with the splendid three 
string total of 330 as follows: 118-119- 
93—330.
Regular meeting N. E. O. P. on 
Friday evening, Dec. 9th, at Wood­
man Hall. This is nomination of 
officers and all members should plan 
to attend.
Details of a meeting of Potato 
growers and shippers held in Presque 
Isle on Tuesday, Dec. 6, to consider 
railroad rates will be given in our 
next issue.
Mr. Linwood Seeley spent a few 
days with friends in Houlton last 
week, on his way to Presque Isle to
This week is the time when you 
should order your personal greeting 
cards at the TIMES office, either 
engraved or printed.
Dr. W. B. Gibson was in Mars Hill 
Friday night on business at the Mars 
Hill Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Young are spend­
ing a few days in Oakfleld and Smyrna 
Mills where the former has business.
The ladies of the Maccabees served 
a fine supper to a large number at 
Woodman Hall last Thursday evening.
The Odd Fellows social, the first 
one of the season, held Friday evening
was well attended and enjoyed by all. j attend the Aroostook School of Ac- 
Music was furnished by a 3 piece "
•orchestra.
Ladies should not forget the annual 
Christmas sale by the women - of the 
Congregational Church in the vestry 
next Wednesday afternoon. Lunch 
will be served.
Arrangements have been made 
whereby the * Reading rooms of the 
Cary Library will be open for use on 
Sunday afternoons during the winter, 
but not for the letting of books.
Mrs. Geo. A. Hall returned last 
week from a trip to the southern part 
.of the state, having been the guest 
of Mr. and Mrs. William Weed in 
Gardiner as well as other friends.
The many friends of Mrs. Lewis 
Daltpn of Mars Hill will be interested 
to know that she is resting com­
fortably after an operation at the 
Mars Hill hospital on Friday last.
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Plummer left 
Saturday evening for Boston where 
they will remain for a few days before 
resuming their journey to Florida 
where they are to spend the winter.
Much to*', the regret of the many 
supporters of the Houlton High School 
Misa Carrie Wills of Lewiston who 
has had charge of the Commercial 
department has resigned on account 
of the illness of her father, having 
been called home before Thanks­
giving.
This section has been enjoying ideal 
weather during the past week. Some 
rain fell during Friday night and 
Saturday morning followed by clear-
countancy
The crew of the Houlton Water 
Company has been busy during the 
past week cleaning the shades on the 
street lights and in some cases install­
ing new bulbs.
Mrs. D. W. Davis of Franklin Street 
left Tuesday morning with her daugh­
ter Mrs. Arthur Andrews for Water- 
ville where she plans to spend the 
next two months, visiting in Augusta 
also.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Niles left 
Tuesday for the southern part of the 
state where they will visit friends for 
a short time. Later they will leave 
for Jacksonville, Fla. to spend the 
winter.
Houlton Grange will hold a regular 
meeting next Saturday. There will 
be work in the third and fourth de­
grees in the forenoon and election of 
officers in the afternoon. A full at­
tendance is desired.
Waldo Hagerman, who purchased 
the Burnpus house on Kelleran Street 
recently did not have time to move, 
having sold the same again to Dr. T. 
G. Potter who will make repairs be­
fore occupying same.
Mr. and Mrs. S. K. Soule delight­
fully entertained a number of young 
people at their home on Broadview 
Heights Monday evening. One of the 
attractions of the evening was the 
pleasure of listening to a musical 
concert given in Newark, N. J.. 
received over the wireless apparatus 
built by their son Nathaniel.
The Aroostook County  Anti-tuhercu-
CHURCH OF
THE GOOD SHEPHERD
Throughout the Episcopal Diocese 
of Maine. Parochial Missions or 
Evangelistic services are being held 
in most of the parishes during Novem­
ber and December.
The Mission is in the Church of 
the Good Shepherd and is being con­
ducted by the very Rev. Edmund R. 
Laine, Jr., Dean of St. Luke's Cathed­
ral in Portland. It began on Sunday 
evening with the church completely 
filled with a large congregation. It 
will close on Friday evening.
Dean Laine preached Sunday even­
ing on the subject, “Walking with 
God or Alone?” There were a num­
ber of questions answered. Monday 
night the Dean spoke on ‘Having a 
God We Can Understand.” Tuesday 
night his subject is “The Blessed 
Company.” There is a Children’s 
Mission service every afternoon at 
4.30 The Mission service every eve- 
nng is at 7.30.
Dean Laine, the Missioner, is a 
former armv officer, having served 
overseas at the front for a year and a 
half as chaplain of the 58th Infatry of 
the 4th Division.
ng weather and bright sunshine with j losis Association will give as a prize 
:he thermometer' at 40. while other j to the High School in the County sell- 
sections of New England have had j ing the greatest number of Red Cross 
levere storms. j Christmas seals, in proportion to en-
A class of candidates were given J  rollment, a large beautifully framed 
he second degree in Odd Fellowship i picture of Mount Vernon, the home 
m, Thursday evening, and at the next! of George Washington. This picture
regular meeting they, with others, 
rill take the final obligation. At the 
meeting of Dec. 16 nominations of 
jfHcers will be among the order of 
business.
Frank Peabody left Thursday, Dec. 
I, for Omaha, Neb. where he will 
ittend the annual National Conven­
tion of Highway Officials. The con- 
rention will be held December 6-7-8 
md Mr. Peabody plans to return about 
the 12th of the month, visiting points 
)f interest on his way home.
is now on exhibition in the window of 
Gilln’s Mllinery Store and is a prize 
that any school would be proud to 
get.
CLEARY— CYR
The marriage of Miss Lena Cvr of 
Forest City and Houlton and Mr. 
James Cleary. U. S. Deputy Marshal 
of Portland was solemnized at St. 
Mary’s Church on Thursday, Novem­
ber 24. Rev. Father Silke officiating.
Followin g a wedding breakfast 
Rev. V. E. Nonorgues of Auburn, serve(i at the new home of the bride 
assed through Houlton last week on i on Riverside Street, the happy couple 
is way to Eagle Lake where he will ■ for a brief honeymoon. Ou their 
ike charge of the Catholic Parish return they will reside at Forest City 
here to replace his brother, the late j untll gpring 
er. Louis Nonorgues, who met his 1
ROTARY CLUB
It was with honor and pleasure 
that the writer accepted an invitation 
to be a guest of the Rotarians a their 
semi-monthly meeting last Friday 
evening, and from a viewpoint of a 
newspaperman’s observations. the 
Houlton Rotary Club is all right.
This meeting, as the writer was 
told, was a good sample of all of the 
meetings and from start to finish 
everything moved along full of pep.
“ Eat, Drink and be Merry” was 
exemplified in its fullest measure. 
Every member except the President 
who was unavoidably absent, answer­
ed to their names at roll call.
Vice-Pres. Hall officiated, and 'be­
sides the members there were several 
invited guests including Judge Deasey 
and Sheriff Grant.
A fine supper was served at the 
Elmcroft, during the progress of 
which Rotary songs were sung. Sing­
ing seems to he an important part of 
the club's creed. Humorous stories 
were told, remarks were made, and 
then Mr. Chas. H. Fogg was called 
upon to relate his Honolulu trip 
experiences and gave a most lucid 
account of some of the things he saw 
during his two months vacation.
He told of the warm hearted wel­
come afforded the delegates of the 
Press Congress of the World. the 
lavish entertainn^ejnt furnished, the 
habits of the natives, the magnificent 
scenery and the wonderful road 
systems.
The sugar industry, which is the 
most important of the Islands' indus­
tries. was described very fully and 
was most interesting.
Taken as a whole the meeting was 
a revalation to one uninitiated and he 
decided that the Houlton Rotary Club 
was a live bunch.
Following the meeting the entire 
club attended the High School circus 
in the Heywood Theatre, where they 
took part in the program, singing 
several of their original songs.
gor &  Aroostook Railroad Co. Neces­
sity for heavy renewal and replace­
ment outlays and lack of prospect of 
business over this portion of the line 
do not warrant the further operation 
thereof at the substantial operating 
loss involved.”
An investigation will be made by 
the public utilities commission to as, 
certain whether or not shippers and 
citizens of Maine desire to protest 
against the proposed action by the 
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad Co.
The Katahdin Iron Works line was 
opened for business in June, 1882, at 
which time the village of Katahdin 
Iron Works was a hive of industry 
because of the iron ore industry in 
process of development there. The 
road was originally built from Derby, 
then Milo Junction, as the Bangor & 
Katahdin Iron Work railroad. In 
1892 it was leased to the Bangor & 
Piscataquis railroad and in 1901 it 
was taken over by the Bangor & 
Aroostook.
The iron industry long since fell 
to decay, and the entertainment of 
sportsmen is now the chief source of 
revenue in that region.
loath in an accident during the Sum­
ner by jumping from a team and 
trlking his head.
A joint meeting of the narcotic 
quads of the Canadian and United 
itates Government was held in Houl- 
on last week. The men who attend- 
d were J. W. Manning and E. C. Ruth 
1 Boston, M. Salt of Montreal, G. 
aicas of St. John and C. D. Le Nauze 
i  Halifax. It is understood that the 
nesting was for the purpose of 
liscussing conditions on both sides of 
he line.
SMITH— DONOVAN
The marriage of Miss Geneva F. 
Donovan and Clarence A. Smith 
occurred Nov. 28th.
Mrs. Smith is a Houlton girl who 
has many friends who will extend 
congratulations. She has been em­
ployed for some years with the 
Pioneer Publishing Co. as compositor.
Mr. Smith holds a fine position with 
the Houlton Woolen Mill Co., coming 
here about 4 yeaTs ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith will live on
BOY BREAKS LEG
j Maple Street where they have furnish-
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. | ed apartments.
rank Burns of Fort Fairfield will be _____________
iterested to know that they arrived j FIFTEEN YEAR OLD 
i Honolulu, T. H. the first of Novem- j 
er, having made the trip from their j 
ome to San Francisco by auto They j Linwood Carson, age fifteen, son of 
rill remain in the Islands for some Mr. and Mrs. William J. Carson of 
[me visiting their two sons. Caleb j Grove Street is suffering from a 
rho is Asst. Supt. of a large Sugar ] broken ankle as the result of an un- 
lantation on the Island of Maui, and j fortunate scuffle on the school yard 
•rank Jr. who is in the same business j  0f the Central building Monday morn- 
n the Island of Lanai. ing>
Houlton people are enthusiastic' Young Carson, who attends the 
ver the approaching concert to be ! seventh grade, was engaged in a 
iven by the Mendelssohn Trio of F t. ! playful scuffle in the yard of the 
Vilrfleld at the High School audi- Central building at recess time on 
Drium next Friday evening at 8 Monday morning. The former slipped 
’clock. The trio is most favorably j and fell on the ice doubling his leg 
nown and the announcement of their ! up under him. The other hoy being 
ngagement has created much in- unable to catch himself fell on top 
great. Each member is an ac-; of the prostrate lad and as a result 
omplilhed artist. The trio will be j  brought his whole weight down upon 
ssisted by Miss Marion Chase, read-! the ankle bone, breaking it off very 
r, graduate of the Powers School o f , close down and sliverring it up some, 
he Spoken Word in Boston, who will j He suffered considerable before he 
ive character studies of a humurous : could be taken to the hospital where 
ature. Come, bring your friends and > the injured member was set and placed 
lelp the Houlton Woman’s Club. it in a cast.
LITTLE RAILROAD
LOSING MONEY
Last week the Public Utilities 
Commission received a copy of the 
papers filed with the interstate com­
merce commission at Washington by 
the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad C o . 
asking for permission to abandon that 
part of its line in Piscataquis county 
from Brownville Junction to Katahdin 
Iron Works, a distance of 9.4 miles.
The reasons why the abandonment 
of this line of road should he author­
ized are given by the railroad company 
in its petition as follows:
“The steady decrease in business 
over the line, the operation of which 
is sought to he abandoned and the 
lack of present traffic offering have 
brought about a relation between 
revenues and expenses which makes 
continued operation unjustifiable in 
the efficient and economical operation 
and management of the railroad sys­
tem owned and operated by the Ban-
ANNUAL MEETING
STATE GRANGE
A lively time is predicted at the 
annual meeting of the Maine State 
Grange, the 13th, 14th and 15th of 
this month at Portland says an ex­
change. Officers for the next two 
years are to he elected. Several 
candidates are reported to he in the 
field for position of State master, 
which has been filled for the past six 
years by W. J. Thompson of South 
China. The office of lecturer and 
secretary will also be sought by other 
than the present incumbents, accord­
ing to rumors.
The opinion has been expressed by 
some that a general shaking up of the 
organization would be beneficial, not 
that they have any particular objec­
tions to Mr. Thompson except for the 
fact that they feel he has held the 
office long enough, and that new7 
blood would enthuse the grange to 
greater efforts. Mr. Thompson, it is 
said, is to run again for the reason 
that it might help him in his candi­
dacy for National master. Others feel 
that there is no chance for Maine at 
present being of the opinion that the 
central west will ask for that office, as 
the present National master is a New 
York man and two other officials are 
from New England. Mr. Thompson 
himself is a member of the National 
executive committee.
A candidate for the office of secre­
tary is being groomed to go after the 
position that has been occupied by 
E. H. Libby of Auburn for the past 
quarter of a century. “To attend a 
meeting of the Maine State grange 
and not see Secretary Libby occupying 
his chair, would seem odd." said a 
member in discussing the officers. 
“While I believe in a division of the 
officers one has to admit the fact that 
Mr. Libby has his pulse on the grange 
situation as well as any man in the 
State.”
An active campaign is already un­
der way by John E. Abbott of North 
Berwick for the office of State Mas­
ter. Mr. Abbott is well and favor­
ably known in grange circles and has 
occupied the chair of State overseer 
for several years with dignity. He is 
said to be receiving strong support in 
many sections of the state.
O. B. Griffin of Caribou will also be 
a candidate for the office. He is 
known as a forceful and tireless work­
er in the interests of the grange and 
feels that his section of the State 
should he represented.
Others reel that the mantle of the 
State master should fall upon the 
shoulders of State Lecturer C. O. Pur- 
ington of Bowdoinham, who has la­
bored with pride and dignity in his 
office ever since he was chosen to that 
position. Well versed in grange mat­
ters, by many he is thought to be the 
logical man for the position.
Friends of L. E. Mclntire of North 
Waterford are also urging him to be 
a candidate but it is said that Mr. Mc­
lntire is not inclined to do so owing 
to his large farming interests. Should 
he decide to, many believe that he 
would be elected. Known throughout 
New England as one of Maine’s most 
practical and successful farmers be 
would undoubtedly receive strong sup­
port.
In case of failure to elect any of 
these men it is whispered that a com­
promise might be made by choosing 
E. T. Clifford of Winthrop, who it is 
said, would not refuse the position 
were it offered him. He is a well 
known speaker at grange gatherings 
and has been a prominent member of 
the executive committee for several 
years.
Candidates’ for the office of State 
Lecturer are also appearing on the 
horizon. Among those frequently be­
ing mentioned is Merle Harriman of 
Readfield who is said to be well quali­
fied for the position. The name of 
Miss Virginia Jones of South China 
has also been mentioned. Others in­
clude Clarence B. Washburn of Litch­
field, master of Kennebec Pomona, 
who is a prominent member of the 
order.
PROPOSED CHANGES
IN RACING RULES
In recent issues of the Trotter and 
Pacer, a leading turf journal that has 
a wide circulation in Aroostook Co., 
a number of prominent racing officials 
have expressed the opinion that the 
present win-race rule should be repeal­
ed and a return made to the old rule 
under which every heat winner was 
given a record that classified him 
whether he won the race or not.
Their arguments are based on the 
performance of horses like Col. 
Bidwell. the leading money winning 
pacer on the Bay State circuit, that 
had a non win record of 2.0314 but a 
win-race that made him eligible to 
the 2.20 classes.
He was entered in the early closing 
stakes and won nine races in as many 
weeks. In most of these races he 
outclassed his field to such an extent 
as to deprive the race of its interest.
To the writer, however, the winrace 
rule is not so much to blame for 
allowing one horse to monopilize first 
moneys through a circuit as are the 
conditions governing the early closing 
stakes. To support this contention 
let us cite a couple of cases.
The pacer Sacarose that won 11 out 
of 13 races and $2888 on the Maine 
and New Brunswick Circuit in 1921 
took a winrace of 2.14V6 the first week 
in August yet she continued to race 
in the 2.30 stakes the rest of the 
season. As late as October 1 we find 
her winning three races in one week 
at Charlottetown P. E. I. Canada,
The classes were 2.25, 2.27 and 2.40, 
each for a $500.00 purse.
The trotter Saskia was entered in 
the 2.20 stakes through the circuit 
and she won them all with the ex­
ception of her last start at Frederic­
ton where she went lame.
The owners who had made entries 
in the stakes in which these two 
horses were entered, only to find that 
they had what amounted to a morgage 
on first moneys down the line, had a 
choice of racing their stake engage­
ments with the hope of saving their 
entrance moneys, or transfering to late 
closing class races thereby losing the 
entrance moneys already paid into 
the stakes.
Many proposals have been made in 
regard to increasing the earning capa­
city of the rank and file of race horses 
but it is hard to see how* it can be 
done until early closing events are 
abolished and some of a matinee 
classification resorted to in which 
horses of equal speed cau be brought 
together on race day.
A novel scheme has been presented 
by one turf writer in which he advo­
cates giving a record or speed rating 
to every horse that starts in a race. 
For example if a horse should win in 
2.15 the second horse would be given 
a mark of 2.16, the third 2.17 and so 
on to the last horse.
It may take some time to work 
this out satisfactorily but the growing 
scarcity of racing material will make 
some such move as this necessary in 
a much shorter time than most people 
realize. The average time in a race 
or several races rather than the fastest 
heat should govern in determining 
any horses proper class and provision 
should be made to allow an out class­
ed horse to drop back to a class where 
he has a chance to land in the money. 
The present time allowance rule be­
ing to slow in action.
Nine-tenths of all cheating on race 
tracks is caused by the desire of 
owners to avoid a winrace and it is 
obvious that such a system should do 
much to promote honest racing.
The old three in five system of 
racing comes in for some pretty hard 
knocks from racing men yet the newer 
three heat plan is unpopular because 
of the fact that a horse may win the 
first two heats and be badly beaten 
in the third and still be awarded first 
money.
The main fault found with three in 
five racing is that a race may go so 
many heats as to injure the horses 
as well as prove tiresome to the public.
As the rules read at present all 
horses beating the flag race three 
heats. In a race of divided heats the 
four money winners start in the fourth 
heat, heat winners in the fifth heat 
and only double heat winners in the 
sixth heat.
Less laying up of heats and sharper 
racing would undoubtedly develop if 
these rules were changed to permit 
only heat winners to start in a fourth 
heat and double heat winners in the 
fifth heat. With two horses winning 
heats five heats would be the limit 
except in the case of a dead heat 
and if three horses should get a heat 
apiece the race would automatically 
end with the fourth heat as only one 
horse would be eligible to continue 
the contest.
Snug Fitting
Good Wearing
More than a Spat
Palmer’s Shoe 
Store
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Experienced Watchmakers and Jewelers busy 
—-------------------every minute a t -----------------------
The Osgood Jewelry Stores
Market and Union Squares, Houlton
You may have your repairs properly done same day 
and fully guaranteed. ^Complete stock of Depend­
able Jewelry at "Golden Rule Prices". 0  0
i s  ntiim im H m m m iim m im inm iiiiiim iiim um m um m im m tm m im m t _____  ____  *
Notice
I have just opened the stables in the rear of the Dream Theater 
formerly known as the John Watson Stables, and am now in position to 
•cater to the most discriminating transient, livery and boarding trade.
With excellent facilities to store punge in stormy weather and the best 
•of £are for horses left in the barn, I invite your inspection.
Telephone 336 -W  R. E. W i l  C O X
T h e  P l e a s u r e  o f  G i v i n g
□ □ □
O give something to somebody because 
you want to give that particular thing 
to that particular person is a pleasure 
that is easily accomplished when you 
trade at Perry’s.
There is a friendliness about a gift 
sent on an affectionate inpulse which 
enhances its charm.
You will find hundreds of Gift sug­
gestions which will fit both your de­
sire and your purse.
J . I). Perry
J e w e l e r  ana
OptometristHoulton
^  'MmmmmiimiiiiiiiuiiiiiuiiimiimiiiiiimmiiiiiiiimiumiiiimiiiiiminiitmimmmiiitimmmiMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiHiimMiiiiiiiiiiiHiMiHiiiiiiiniiiiHiNMilMN- I
At Millar’s
A big stock of Fancy Christmas Boxes of Choco­lates for the Holidays. Now is the time to buy before the Christmas rush is on. We have the finest lot of goods ever to pick from. 
Young men buy one of our elegant big boxes of 
Chocolates for the one you like best and get the glad 
hand.
Tons of Pure Home Made Candy of all kinds at 
prices as low as the cheap candy is sold.
The very best Candy is none too good for the 
Little Ones. Christmas Ribbon Candy, Mixtures, 
Candy Canes, all kinds of Kisses, Com Balls, all kinds 
of Nuts, Figs, Raisins, Dates, Apples and Oranges.
The Latch String hangs out
II
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JU ST  TALKS
On “Bmp and Wine as Medicine” 
This is a sick nation. The amount 
of sudden and inexplicable illness 
which may be cured by a case of beer 
is simply enormous. Beer is a 
sovereign cure for corns. Take a
the job, gin might—“better take along 
a little. You don’t look any too well 
to me.”
There is no use talking about 
Subterfuges in this matter. If we are 
going to have beer and wine as 
remedies, let’s give ’em a good trial 
and have ’em plenty. Snakes are
couplg of bottles of four per cent beer I ... . . , , „  „„„„ +.. . , x „ ! multiplying and bites are very tre-
and a man, whose feet are all over . T *. », ,. . , . quent. Let s settle whether we are
bunions and who has been limping i . . , . . . . . .... . . . . .  , going to be saved by the distillery or
like an aged mule, will leap and 
gambol, caracole and curvet like a
From its shores back into the country on the Gulf Shore, however, has 
there are vast areas ol’ sand-dunes, aways furnished the major portion of 
or los medanos, as the natives call the salt supply of the Papago Indians, 
them. In fact, this term is applied "The building of the harbor and the 
to the whole of the upper part of the establishing of lines of trade through 
Gulf east of the Colorado. The mere the Gulf of California will probably 
name recalls sensations of burning furnish anglers with a few more rare 
h e a t ,  trackless wastes, parched fish stories. There is a wealth of fish 
throats rattle snakes and other rep- and a multitudinous variety of fish 
tiles. Though stories of the fabulous in its waters. Today these fish which
would furnish the material for run­
ning large canneries are feeding 
innumerable pelicans, and other fish-
pays to warm it slightly. This can 
be done by a tank heater, by live 
steam, or by hot water from a boiler.
If a boiler is used for rur.nng ;;
separator or for heating water to 
wash and sterilize utensils, sta$ai 
from it can readily and cheaply be 
used to warm the drinking water.
lllinitiflllMBrii
deposits of gold and silver existim 
by the doctor. Let’s take enough to | in this barren region are rife in the 
make the thing sure! And let the 1 neighboring country, little is actual
fittest survive both bane and antidote. } ly known of what wealth it contains, eating birds. The natives and the 
I  think myself that all the medicinal J a s  most of the prospectois who have Mexicans are without skill and the
value of beer and wine is limited to : ventured into its lonely reaches hu\ e facilities for catching them. They
cases of suspended animation and as | never leturned to tell their stories. usually ‘still-fish’ at great depths for 
I said before-corns. And either o f : “The whole of this upper north- the jewfish and tortuava and kill their
these fell diseases may be cured as j western part of the Mexican State of catches by pounding them on the
well by other remedies. But if we j Sonora is included in what is loyally head when they get them near the 
bagoed back from that of a letter U are golng t0 try the thing—try it good J  know n as Papagueria, the home of surface.
to that of a letter “I”, particularly at and hftrd j the Papago Indians—a broad region "La pa>:, the capital of the southern
And then when this fool-nation that j which slopes down Iron: the mountains district of Lower C’alifornia and Santa
in southeastern Arizona toward the uosalia. the shipping point for
IDSuv Eooli
colt. I have known it even to cure 
lumbago—for the time being. A 
prescription of “wine” based on the 
newly emphasized ruing of the Federal 
authorities which makes the dosage 
two quarts thereof, would, in my 
opinion, change the shape of a lum-
SMILING PASS
A Siicjuel to Smiles
By E iiot H. Robinson
A, .Idled sociiulegy. mixed \. i h
11U 1 H •(' and adventure that
‘ to 1 ■**;. I dra math- intern-:;;--
tilt- 1!i i \-1 u i 
fill.
is surnri-ing-
succ-ss The ehuraetei ^
about the beginning of the last quarter 
of the second quart. Anything that 
will permit a person to forget lumbago 
for even an hour or two is powerful 
good, as a remedial agent.
1 knew a man once who had malaria. 
He scorned everything remedial and 
pooh-poohed at all advice until he was 
advised to try whiskey and quinine. 
This was in the old days when a man 
could pick and choose his medicines.
Gulf of California and northward to 
the Gila River, and is much the same 
that the tribe held at the time of the
Any person could then try whiskey j jng tQ happen The boys are bound
ought to be taking its lesson from 
the old Pine Tree State wakes up and 
abolishes as we did, all subterfuge, 
all chicanery, all nonsense, all doctor’s
prescriptions for hootch, all blind- j coming of the Spaniards. Thes. 
pigs, all briberies and all clubs and 
takes the thing seriously—then, and 
then only, will a sick world lift its 
head and say, “Gosh! I ’m feel in’ fine 
and dandy.” And that’s what’s go­
lf he liked, medicinally or mechanical­
ly or sociologically—meaning by the ~T T i
latter term as an experiment in its 
effect on society. He went and bought 
two gallons of whiskey and two five- 
grain quinine pills—a gallon of 
whiskey to a pill. He cured himself
to be wiser than their dads.-Arthur
CALIFORNIA GULF: THE 
CHESAPEAKE OF THE PACIFIC
The new Mexican harbor at Rocky
natives are strong and healthy, 
possess force of character, and are 
industrious and of an even tempi1 r. 
They have almost completely adopt­
ed the white man’s garments and are 
fast acquiring his customs and modes 
of living.
point
millions of dollars worth of copper 
each year—-both lying on the western 
coast of the Gulf will probably profit 
by the development of tine new 
harbor.” v
WATER COWS OFTEN
IN WINTER
During the winter, when cows ar ■ 
stabled the greater part of the time, 
they should be watered two or three 
nines a day unless arrangements
before 
Unit, d
an* faithfully drawn from liv­
ing models with sympat neri.- 
r riders land nig.” — X. V. I ve.
I’M.t. ju Printing.
Illustrated, S1.S0
THE PRINCESS NAID/
By B re w e r  Corcoran
WILD WINGS
A Romance of Youth 
By Margaret R. Piper
"Tile story i - part ieukirlv 
effective in its portrayal of t' e 
difficulties that he-.-t the ath 
of youth, beating with ’Wild 
wings' against the !> rs of e m- 
v'cnjoj! and tradition.” —Buffalo 
< ‘ mimerdal. Jd Printing. $1.E0
NOBODY'S MAN
E. Phillips Oppenheim
ty in
"A  let go stor>' a ’id it gee.-'
.< 1 ,v 111inti te. with mt any tiiv-
st.me inten »< da.t ion- : < r expiana-
t i'.ii' ,.i:■ li imeeess ary deserip-
! ii'll-. !It i s a s tory full of
\-i mtli a nd romane ' with sane
u!' the old--fashiomed Kuropeai:
dinit.ma. •y and i: itriguing."
,->y r.: - ■' iSf Herald. I’d i Tint in
By
.Mr. ' mpenheim's d o t e  
•renting tangles and th 
■aveling them firings 
n'ter surprise to th
A
completely of malaria and had one;Point on gt George’s Bay, which,
qu nine pill left. He died of dip- dispatches state, is to be developed
somanla. ...! very soon, will open to passenger
It will average to take at least two traffic and commercial development a
and a half gallons of beer and two1 rich portion of south-western United
quarts of wine to cure anything a t ! states, as well as a part of the North 
 ^ 1. A good deal of criticism has been American Continent on the Gulf of 
made about the meets and bounds of the j California that is little known and 
prescription advocated by the medical explored,” according to a bulletin of 
experts on the Federal Board that has 1 the National Geographic Society from 
promulgated this new ruling; but I its Washington, D. C. headquarters, 
am Inclined to think that if it is going : .,The BaJ. of. gt Ceorge ma, i(s tile 
to take beer to core a man, he ought j northe,.n limit of decp „.ater ln the
to nave at least a couple of gallons— 1 ^. ,, „ v 6 ; Gulf of California, and when its new
especially for some diseases. One has u u . , , ,, *  harbor is connected bv a short spur;
also to consider the judicial body in ■ * , ... ., , , , 1. , . . .  ; ot track with the railroad already in i
making' criticism... Perhaps, for in-' exlstence, there w,„ ,)e an a,|.„ater 
a ance, wou ta e a two-gallon out|et through tile Panama Canal to
Where Natives Get Salt
“On the southern edge of the Bay 
of St. George is the Salina de St. have been made to ivo- p wat<
George, a salt deposit, usually measur- ibem at all times, says the 
ing about. M25 feet in diameter but i State's Department of Agricult.ir--. in 
sometimes entirely covered by the sea Fanners’ Bulletin 74M, "The Feeding 
which is a favorite with the Papagoes. j of Dairy Cows.” The* water should 
When they need salt, the customaiy if possible be 15 or 20 degrees ahoy.- 
method is to ride to the foothills of j freezing, and should be supplied at 
Chujubabi, perform a certain ceremon- ! practically the same te m p e ra tu re  
iad rite peculiar to the gathering o f : every day. When water well above 
salt, and then walk the fifty miles to freezing temperature is stored in 
the salina in about a day and a half, tanks and piped directly to the cow. 
There is no water to he had between there is probably little occasion to 
the two places. The Pineate Salt warm it. When it stands in a tank 
deposit, about fifty miles farther north on which ice often forms, it usually
$1.S0
THE TRIUMPH OF
VIRGINIA DAl.fi
A n o th e r  G L A D  Book 
Trade Mark 
By John Francis, Jr.
" I t  fairly fiufifih's over  with 
ilii'i ant r)ieerfuliie.-e, T ile  
‘. f'-v v l ;  d t;i;T is a lready a 
'best seller. ' "  '.-5*1 Prim ing.
$1.90
-urpn-e
read*.-;-.
$2.00
TO HIM THAT HATH
By Ralph Connor 
Author of "The  Sky Pilot," etc.
A novel of tile west of today.
i*1 romance of u man  
tid. $1.75
'ih
and
KING OF KEARSAGE
if V
By Arthur O. Friel
a Dike
'. on 
e.:gin>.'/
>man —
A imnin'
s l i k , .  
d e f e n d
prescription to cure any Federal 
office-holder of what ails him, and 
hence we should be charitable to the 
court. Two quarts of champagne, for 
instance, taken on an empty stomach, 
with a repeat order in an hour, if the 
dose does not take effect—all of 
which Is so constituted as to cheer
up even the anaemic system condi-; method of handling their 
tion of an Egyptian mummy ought j  w i l l  c o m e  int0 v o g u e  a g a i n
eastern United States for the mines of 
Arizona. Once, just after the rivii 
War, the people of the Arizona mines 
had all their supplies brought them 
from California by water, the ships : 
steaming down the California coast i 
up the Gulf and the Colorado River to i 
Yuma, and now it seems that the old
products
at least to have an appreciable effect 
on a Washington, D. C. office-holder 
blase as he may be.
It is rather amusing to Maine people 
to notice the squirming of the new­
found prohibitionists thruout the land. 
History is repeating itself on a Na­
tional scale as written in the history 
of Maine prohibition; but they will 
finally get there as we have in this 
State. .The old soaks will die off and 
the “invalids" will be cured by the 
“earth-cure,” and the drunkards of 
Ephraim shall be content with what 
they have, not with what they dream 
about.
There was a time when sickness 
was very prevalent in Maine. We 
had “Liquor agencies” all over Maine 
where the sick man could get a 
certain amount as often as he liked 
without any prescription—just merely 
by having a violent coughing spell 
Just outside the agency door and then 
going In and saying that he needed 
it for medicinal purposes or mechani­
cal purposes—such as a barn-raising. 
If a man looked too thunderin’ healthy 
he could go in with a statement that 
he had a “crick in his back, caused 
by helping his wife put up the stove- 
funnel” and he could get it as slick 
as a weasel. If he added to the veri­
similitude of his assertion by hanging 
onto the hollow of his back and 
swearing in violent terms at the 
stove funnel, he could get several 
kinds of remedies, for fear that one 
kind might not help him. For in­
stance, he could get beer, Bass’s ale, 
rum, whiskey, alcohol, gin and excel­
lent port and sherry wine—so that 
if one of them did not cure him the 
others might cure him after he 
recovered from the first dosages. Old- 
fashioned liquor agents were sym­
pathetic persons. I have known them 
to suggest that if whiskey did not do
Among World’s Largest Gulfs
"The Gulf of California, of which.
! we Americans hear so seldom, rank ;
: among the largest in the world, if 
it were stretched out inland over 
our country from New York Harbor, 
it would swallow up a broad stretch 
of country from MO to 150 miles wide 
back as far as Detroit and its busy 
factories. It was shown on the early 
maps of North America as the Sea 
of Cortez, since this bold corsair 
explored it first. Its depth varies from 
600 to 6,000 feet, its coast line on both 
sides is irregular, and in it are many 
islands, Angel de la Guarda and 
Tiburon being the largest. The latter 
island points its rocky crest 7.000 
feet above the level of the sea, and is 
inhabited by g, fierce and warlike 
tribe of Indians, the Seris, who, it is 
claimed, have cannibalistic instincts.
Attracted Treasure Hunters |
“The Bay of St. George itself is a 
broad open sheet of water on the 
eastern side of the Gulf, about two 
hundred miles north of Guaymas, a 
town of 25,000 inhabitants, on Guay­
mas Bay, one of the most beautiful 
harbors in the world. Rocky Point 
lies on its northern edge not far from 
the mouth of the Sonoita River
i I'M.
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A FLOWER
OF MONTEREY
A Romance of the Californias 
By Katherine B. Hamill
"With its alluring atmosphere 
natural. human, picturesque 
people, interesting plot and fin- 
literary qualities, here is one 
of the most charming romances 
that have appeared in s un • 
time."— Dallas .Yews. L’nd Print­
ing. $1.90
TO LET
By John Galsworthy  
A love story of rare beauty
"Mr, Galsworthy has lavish­
ed his skill and tenderness......
A'-ver has h- u-md his 
interpretation to better 
c u re . "— New York Tim-s.  
it is its sw ill, tru.*, and
gift of 
advan -
as
ove-
vm g
list e-uld tell us............. .
t moving of ;il) Mr. Gals- 
s full-length novels." 
■p Times I.iterarv Sup- 
$2.00
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A  Gift for A ll the Family 
For A ll the Year!
IE T a Studebaker SPECIAL-SlX COUPE, as the ideal j  Christmas £ift for all the family, solve your per­plexing shopping problems.
This v  ear stop trying to decide on a NUMBER of 
&ifts and concentrate your Christmas budget on one.
You KNOW the impression a SPECIAL-SlX COUPE 
will make when it appears at your front door, bright 
and early Christmas morning. W e can’t run it in un­
der the Christmas tree, o f course. But we can place it 
outside any time you say. Glad to arrange convenient 
terms, too.
MMHM
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The First National Bank is 
distributing Maine Centennial 
H alf Dollars at
50c
e a c h
I Coupons on th e  F o u r t h
i =
1 Liberty Loan are due and
I payable October 15th, 1921
liiuimiHmwiHiiuuiinmmiiMiMuitmuimmimMnmimimiMiiimmiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiimmiiimiiiiiin1;
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M ODELS A N D  PRICES
f  o. b. factories
A  Partial List o f  
Appointments
Unusually deep upholstery of&ray mohair velvet 
plush; adjustable silk shades to match; cut Alas*
Coupes and Sedans
Li&ht-Six 2-Pass. Coupe-Roadster .. $1550
Li&ht-Six 5-Pass. Sedan................. 1850
Special-Six 4-Pass. Coupe............... 2450
Special-Six 5-Pass. Sedan...............  2550
Bi&-Six 4-Pass. Coupe.................... 2850
Big-Six 7-Pass. Sedan...................  2950
Touring Cars and Roadsters
Li&ht-Six 3-Pass. Roadster................ $1125
Li&ht-Six Touring Car...................  1150
Special-Six 2-Pass. Roadster...........  1585
Special-Six Touring Car................  1635
Special-Six 4-Pass. Roadster...........  1635
Bi&'Six Touring Car.....................  1985
All Studebaker Cars arc Equipped with Cnr.l Tires
dome liAht: frosted nickel trimmings; jeweled 
8-day dock; magnetic speedometer on ebony 
finished instrument board; collapsible steering
S il
wheel; exhaust heater; massive head-lights; 
artistic coach lamps; 3-piece rain-vision wind­
shield; windshield wiper; adjustable ventilator 
in cowl.
i-L ' d n i  r r i f i g i o n
69 iviam otro-Gl, T ’L'lL ulton
T H I S  • I S  A  S T U D E B A K E R  Y E A R
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OTHER CONDITIONS
Progress at Washington
The events as they have developed 
at the Washington Conference are, in 
our opinion, very favorable, and 
progress is being made with unexpect­
ed celerity. The attitude of France, 
as conveyed through Premier Briand. 
must receive the approbation of 
Americans generally. The intention 
of cutting the army in half is fully as j ‘ 
far as France’s position will allow her 
to go, and is, in fact, a long step 
toward military disarmament. Tlfcu 
she cannot go beyond this without 
fixed guarantees against German 
aggression must strike every person 
of unprejudiced judgment as being 
the only sare position for her to 
insist upon. But, further than that, 
it. is the only position which might not 
imperil the world’s peace. For, if 
Germany should in ,the future attack 
a defenseless France, the whole civil­
ized world would again be thrown 
into turmoil. Unquestionably, the 
great powers should join in a hard 
and fast pledge of protection to 
France. Such a step would be one 
of the great achievements of the 
Conference. ,
The fact that something construc­
tive is being worked out at the center 
of Government is unconsciously giving 
a more encouraging tone to business. 
There is not, however, much progress 
being made in the leveling of prices. 
The chief cause for this tardiness is 
the general attitude of labor, which 
is reluctant to do its part in stabiliza­
tion. There are occasional exceptions 
like the action taken by Armour & j 
Company’s employees, who are mov­
ing to voluntarily cut wages. The 
coal miners in the New River field 
also have voluntarily come back tj 
the 1917 wage scale. These are en- i 
couraging symptoms. i
Price Differences
Stabilization of prices—the restora­
tion of normal relative value as j 
between different commodities — is I 
essential to re-establish buying act iv i ­
ty.
We have passed through a long
living has remained about stationary, j bloc wants this method of taxation 
The living expenses of a family in continued and has swung the Senate
1914 were, according to the figures of 
the National Industrial Conference 
Board, at the peak in July, 192 ), at 
$2,050, from which point they declined 
rapidly, arriving in May of this year 
at $1,657. Then the more or less 
rapid decline halted, and during June, 
July, and August stood at about $1,62'). 
In September the figure rose to 
$1,643. failing in October to $1,627, 
ml is at about that figure now. 
clothing costs having risen a little, 
with food correspondingly declining.
While living costs have thus declin­
ed considerably—more on the average 
than wages—they are still too high 
to bring manufacturing cost-, based 
on lowered wages, to a relatively 
stabilized price compared with raw 
materials. The way out, however, 
would be, even if living costs do not 
decline materially further, for labor 
to put in more hours and greater 
efficiency, thus, if intensively applied, 
increasing production and consequent­
ly lowering costs enormously.
We have received from a most 
Intelligent correspondent m Iowa some 
objections to our arraignment of the 
Congressional blocs in the issue of 
the Review of October 22iul. He says 
in part:
“You are criticizing the Agricultural 
‘bloc,’ as 1 take it, headed by our good 
Senator. Mr. Kenyon of Iowa in 
referring to the bloc ‘which supremely 
ignores the vital interests of the whole 
country and rides, roughshod, in pur­
suit of special privileges.'
“ 1 live in Iowa and have hern a 
producer of agricultural products a!! 
my life. The part of the State i n.n.v 
live in was prairie forty veais a^o. 
and sold for $2 to $15 per acre. Thi 
land has advanced steadily in vain • 
and in the last two years has sold as 
high as $250 to $4"0 per acne We 
have built roads, ehurches and schools 
and our taxes have been increased 
until some land is taxed now as high 
as $2.25 per acre. This system of tax 
ation and development has been en­
couraged and fostered by the Govern 
tnent in general.
“We find that in 1912 our grain,
and House into approval of such con­
tinuation. This means that business 
must be left in a suppressed and 
strangled condition.
Farm Prosperity Depends Upon Busi­
ness Prosperity
Whilc^ we fully appreciate that the 
country cannot get along at all with­
out agricultural activity, yet neither 
can the fanners prosper or even earn 
a living unless tile business of the 
country is good. This being so, we 
have advocated a small, widely dis­
tributed tax (which would take a 
little from each individual but which 
would not he felt at all), instead of 
the whole tax burden being left upon 
business, as at present, with the re­
sult that business is throttled and 
prosperity made impossible.
The right of a Congressman to 
consult the wishes of his c.mstituenis 
nobody will deny. It is proper and i 
necessary for him to do the utmost 
that he can conscientiously, to take , 
care of their interests. But he must 
not forget that the responsibility of 
the larger interest of the whole people 
rests upon him. He is sent to Wash­
ington not only to speak for his 
district, hut also to give the greater 
care to the welfare of the nation as 
a whole. The action of the bloc in ' 
this matter of taxation not only hurts 
the farmer, hut hurts every oilier 
interest.—J. S. liaehe & Co.
REMINISCENCING WITH
H. PRICE WESBSR
versify degrees stopped over his 
manuscript, looked up, and said, “Mr. 
Webber, what are the material facts 
in such and such historical events?" 
naming the subject and name and 
dates required. Webber, with hardly 
missing a type, would gives dates, 
facts and names, all with correctness, 
which was promptly acknowledged 
by a man of most profound learning, 
who only needed coaching, or a cue.
Mr. Webber has also been trapped 
into another line of endeavor when 
he thought he had retired. Holman 
Day, the well known short-story 
writer, appreciated humorist and por­
trayer of Maine coast seaport charac-* 
ters, has gone in with the Pathe cor­
poration and established a studio in 
Augusta, the celebrated writer turn­
ing his splendid talent toward the 
films, obtaining acting talent from 
among the colony of retired actors1 
settled around the Capital. A border , 
play of colonial times has been put ! 
out, iii which Mr. Webber has done ' 
the priest’s part and Mr. Day's wife’s 
sister, the part of the sister of char­
ity. -Kennebec Journal.
that he and his horse had to swim 
for their lives.
When the traveler reached the 
other side he turned and shouted: “ I 
thought you said it wasn’t deep?”
“ It isn’t,” was the reply; “ it only 
takes grandfather’s ducks up to their 
middles.”
CHURCH SERVICE
Free Baptist
Rev. F. Clarke Hartley. Pastor 
Morning service at 10.20 a. m. 
Sunday School at 12.00 m.
Young People's meeting 6.00 p. m. 
Evening service at 7.00 p. m.
Special music by choir 
Choir practice Monday nights 
Tuesday night church prayer and 
praise Service.
period of price decline, but the line of such as corn, was selling at around 
decline has been irregular and zig­
zagged. Some things descended with j 
startling rapidity, others held obsti I 
nately, for a time not dropping at all j  
This period of rapid fall has now j 
passed and movements in prices have J 
become slight in either direction. We
60c to 65c per bushel and we were 
able to live reasonably decent but 
were never making 5r,c nor 4% upon 
our investment aside from the advance 
in the value of land. In fact, had it 
not been for the advance in the value 
of land, we would all have been broke
have an opportunity to calmly observe j long ago. The records show that the
the situation. j amount of mortgages against the land
Anthracite coal, cotton finished | today far exceeds the original in vest -
goods, serge goods, brick, window | ment, plus the improvements."
glass, newspaper, and tobacco, accord-j Defending the Agricultural Elioc 
ing to the Harvard Economic Re- "Now I would like to know why it 
search Committee, are all selling at j is seemingly your opinion that this
prices twice as high or more, than 
tbeir respective 1913 figures. On the 
* other hand, live sheep, beef, hides, 
copper, copper wire, tin, coffee, and 
rubber are selling well below their 
1913 prices and very far below the 
October average price of 49 selected 
commodities. In between these groups 
lie other commodities presenting 
similar, if Jess pronounced, differences. 
Bituminous coal, cotton gray goods, 
worsted yarn, and alcohol are relative­
ly quite high. Corn, live hogs, lard, 
and zinc are much below the general 
level. Some commodities are selling 
close to the average level, but only 
a few, like wheat, wheat flour, pig 
Iron, and coke.
Effect on Business
The effect on purchasing power of 
such differences is illustrated in the 
Harvard Bulletin; for instance, in 
1913. a ton of bituminous coal sold 
for $3.55, and a bushel of wheat tor 
11.04. In October. 1921. a ton of coal 
sold for $6.25, and a bushel of wheat 
for $1.34. Both have increased in 
price, but coal has increased more 
♦lmw wheat; that is, in 1913, 3.4
bushels of wheat would buy a ton of 
soft coal, while in October, 1921, five 
bushels would be required. Differ­
ences like these show how unfairly 
placed are the individuals or concerns 
whose products are selling at a 
disadvantage, as compared with other 
products which they have to buy.
Farmers and miners have been 
hardest hit, because prices of the 
things they produce are relatively far 
below those of things they buy. This 
situation will have to be remedied 
before the farmers’ buying power can 
come in to ad business, and in the 
agricultural regions business cannot 
revive until farm prices are on a level 
with cost of things the farmer buys. 
This can come about only when labor 
.yields to substantial wage reductions 
and more retailers cut down their 
profit margins and so bring their 
prices nearer wholesale prices.
The Farmers' Plight 
Wheat Is bringing only 75 to 80 
•cents a bushel on the farm, and corn 
Is so low that it is being used for 
fuel. Hogs and cattle are selling for 
less than the cost of production. Our 
Southwestern correspondent says that 
the present prices of grain are 
•completely knocking out any chance 
lor business throughout the Mis­
sissippi Valley, that prices of every 
grain are below the cost of produc­
ing.
In the last six months the cost of
bloc is acting in any other way or 
capacity than other blocs of Senators 
who represent other interests. Does 
not this Agricultural bloc do its duty 
when it asks for its people an equal 
distribution of the wealth that is pro­
duced In this country for their consti­
tuents? Kindly point to where this 
Agricultural bloc ‘supremely ignores 
the vital interests of the whole 
country.’ 1
“We have as fine a class of people 
in the State of Iowa, morally, mental­
ly and otherwise, as there is in the 
world. Is it not right, and is it not 
proper, that this ‘bloc’ should stick j 
for the interest of these people that 
they represent as well as some of the 
other Senators, particularly from New: 
England, who control the great tax-' 
ing powers of this country and own 
the stocks and bonds? Therefore, is ; 
it not proper and is it not right that j 
we demand that they fight for a square 
deal for the West and the agricultural j 
producer, for without him the rail- ' 
roads, the cities, and all other indus- 1 
tries are helpless and of no value?" I 
We appreciate the sincerity of our 
correspondent’s contentions, hut what 
we do not understand is that the 
agricultural bloc has made any move : 
or encouraged or discouraged any  ^
legislation which will help the farm-, 
ers in Iowa or anywhere else. j
Blocs Have Not Helped Their Own [ 
Interests \
We have fully recognized the plight j 
of the farmers in this country in 1 
many articles in the Bache Review, 
and believe tnat everything possible j 
should be done in a sound way to ! 
help them out. But we think that the 
agricultural bloc is hurting their j 
interests. j
The bills they are putting over do | 
the cause of agriculture a vast amount 
more of harm than good. The tang 
ling up of the cotton contracts on 
the Exchanges has probably cost the 
cotton growers of the South hundreds 
of millions of dollars in the last five 
years. The wheat fanners have been 
heavily punished by the Capper- 
Tincher hill regulating grain contracts 
in Chicago.
Another instance is in the matter 
of taxation. The Excess Profits tax
The Turners Falls (Mass.) liepori. r 
of a recent date in an editorial had 
the following about our w d! know., 
townsman. H. Price Webber:
The writer is fortunate in havoc, 
many friendshipss especially in his 
life long profession, and one oh] 
friend from boyhood days. ii. l ’ric ■ 
Webber, of Augusta. Maine, ha- al 
■nays managed to see that the friend­
ship is kept warm. He left tlm 
newspaper business lift;.' years ago, 
and has been a professional actor on 
the legitimate stage ever sue hut 
decided to retire when his wife, the 
beautiful Edwina Grey, who was an 
actress playing in leading roles to his 
support, died a year or so ago. Like 
all oldish people with active minds, it 
is harder to stop than say it, so he 
goes hack to his first love and writes 
newspaper articles relating to his 
profession and delivers humorous lec­
tures on the subject of exp 'rienees 
on the stage for half a century. His 
natural bent is comedy, hut lie chose 
leading roles in the drama that ho 
might sympathetically support his 
wife's roles. Mr. Webber has a mar­
velous memory, and iiad long before 
tilt' days of acting. In the old times, 
when he was lmt a youngster set­
ting type murli of the edit oral w^rk 
on morning papers was done in the 
composing rooms at night or on th ­
ing mailing table just beyond an al­
ways open door. Reference book 
were not as handy to tile elbow as 
they are today, and more than once 
has a writer having a couple of nni-
MOTOR BUS ON RAILS
TO BE USED IN FRANCE
The use of steam locomotives on 
, short rural railways, now controlled 
by the Government, is soon to be 
abandoned in favor of ordinary auto­
mobile buses, such as are seen on the 
streets of Paris, except that instead 
of having rubber tires, rims with 
flanges will he placed on the wheels 
so that they can run on the rails. An 
experiment along this line carried our 
last month is reported to have been 
uiiexpe<-tedly successful.
Automobile buses which carry fif­
teen to twenty passengers are able 
to pull two freight cars at a speed of 
ten miles an hour, but more powerful 
motors will be installed, which will 
double this speed. As the cost of 
operation will be reduced by two- 
thirds this change in the method of 
handling shipments of farm produce 
is likely to have the long desired 
effect on food prices.
HALF-A-DUCK DEEP
Coming to a river with v hieli he 
was unfamiliar, a traveler asked a 
youngster if it was deep.
“No." replied the hoy. and the 
rider started to cross, hut soon found
Church of the Good Shepherd
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector 
Sunday Services 
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
! Also on the first Sunday in the 
month at 10.30
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30 
Sunday School at noon.
Evening prayer and sermon at 7 
o’clock
First Congregational Church
Rev. A. M. Thompson, Pastor 
Morning Worship at 10.30 
Sunday School at 12 o’clock with 
classes for men and women.
Young People's Meeting at 6 p. .m 
Prayermeeting Tuesday evenings at 
7.30
The Ladies' Guild meets Monday even­
ings weekly.
The Ladies’ Circle meets Wednesday 
afternoons weekly.
The Ladies’ Missionary Society meets 
the second Wednesday of each 
month.
First Baptist
Court Street
Rev. Henry C. Speed, Pastor
10.30 morning worship with sermon
12.00 Bible School with classes for 
men and women.
6.00 Senior C. E. Service
7.00 Song Service followed by ser­
mon.
Church prayer meeting Tuesday even­
ing at 7.30.
Choir rehearsal Friday evening at 7.36
All seats free.
Methodist Episcopal
Corner School and Military Streets 
Rev. A. E. Luce, Pastor
10.30 a. m. Public Worship with ser­
mon
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ­
ized and Graded Classes for all.
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting and 
Preparatory Members Class.
6.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting 
under the auspices of the Epworth 
League.
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service 
with vested chorus choir
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every 
Tuesday evening.
FIRST CHURCH OF HOULTON  
Unitarian
Military Street at Kelleran
Preaching Service regularly every 
Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
Sunday School every Sunday at 12.00 
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
114 Court Street Tel. 186-W
happy
There can be only a small degree of happiness without good 
health. Sickness in the home of rich or poor is depressing. 
The “ half-sick"—and there are thousands who drag through 
days and weeks in business or at home— Reeling miserable 
all the time. Some are dosing with one thing or another, 
hut getting only temporary relief. I f  the condition is due 
to disordered stomach, liver, or bowels, with or without a 
headache, or i f  there is a tendency to catch cold, then the 
remedy that will quickly correct these troubles and restore 
GOOD health is “ L. F . "  Atwood's Medicine. Hundreds of 
Maine people have sent testimonials of its wonderful curative 
virtues to the “ L. F . "  Medicine Co., at Portland, Maine. 
Buy today of your dealer, at 50 cents a bottle.
12 Men Make a Jury
Hut we’re willing to let YOU *Ioci<; • 
upon the merit of REM-OLA f r 
Piles. One application gives immedi­
ate relief. Semi for FREE SAM RLE 
—today. Mailed in plain sealed en- 
' velope.
-  HENRY THAYER & CO., Inc.
r  Established 1847 ,
CAMBRIDGE 39 —  BOSTON, M A SS.
DR. K ID D E R ’S N ER V E  ‘
AND TONIC  PILLS
A Most Valuable Remedy. Why 
suffer from run down nerves and 
debilitated system? Not merely a 
stimulant but a genuine body and 
nerve building TONIC. Price 50c at 
all druggists or direct by mail in 
plain wrapper on receipt of price. 
SAMUEL KIDDER <k CO.. INC.. Bos­
ton. 29, Mass. Established 18o4.
Sell Us Your Time
mm
Take orders for a big Wholesale Grocer selling 
staple products always in big demand by grocers, 
hotels, bakeries, candy makers, etc. Pleasant work  
for men or women. No capital required. No ex­
perience needed. W rite for details.
E. J. Goulston Adv. Agency, Inc.
220 Kimball Bldg., Boston, Mass.
CHILDREN THRIVE 
ON RE-NU-YU
(No Drugs)
1
a bottle 
at West End Drug Store
Catarrh Means
Impure Blood
j It is a Constitutional Disease.
When it affects the nose and 
j throat and becomes chronic it j weakens the delicate lung tissues,
; deranges the digestive organs, and 
; may lead to consumption. I t  iin- 
j pairs taste, smell and hearing.
I Tula* Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which
by purifying the blood removes 
the cause of the disease, and gives 
permanent relief.
“ I had catarrh of the head and 
stomach, and dreadful ringing 
noises in mv ears. I  decided to 
try Hood's Sarsaparilla; my 
health improved wonderfully, and 
I adopted Hood’s Sarsaparilla as 
my family medicine." Mrs. M. 
Jenney Shaw, St. Johns, Ohio.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Public notice is hereby given that 
Robert E. Spear of Caribou, in the 
County of Aroostook and State of 
Maine, and Richard W. Hallowell of 
Woodland in said County and State, 
by their mortgage deed dated Novem­
ber 5th, 1919, and recorded in Aroos­
took Registry of Deeds at Houlton, 
in Vol. 314, Page 410, conveyed to
Walter H. Laffatv, formerly of Vari­
ant! the Income tax have driven capi-! b°u, now of Escalon, in the County
of San Joaquin and State of Cali-tal out of business or crippled it to 
an enormous extent, and this has left 
the country without sufficient funds 
and without encouragement to carry 
on business or to inaugurate new 
business.
As we understand it, the agricultural
fornia, the following described real 
estate situate in the town of said 
Woodland to wit; the south half of 
lot numbered thirty-four containing 
in said south half sixty (6U) acres, 
more or less, and being the same 
premises conveyed to the said Laffaty 
by Henry Akerson by his deed of 
warranty dated August 15, 1919, and 
recorded in Vol. 313, Page 596 South­
ern District Aroostook Registry of 
Deeds.
The premises above described are 
the same ’ premises conveyed to the 
said Robert E. Spear and Richard Wj 
Hallowell on the said 5th day of 
November 1919, hv the said Laffaty, 
and said mortgage was given as a 
part of the consideration.
That the condition in said mortgage 
is broken by reason whereof the said 
Walter H. Laffaty claims a fore­
closure of said mortgage.
Dated at Caribou, Maine, November 
16th, 1921.
Walter H. Laffaty,
By his Attorney,
347 John B. Roberts
Reduction in Prices
A substantial reduction in the price of Exide 
Batteries for automobile starting and lighting is an­
nounced, effective December 1st.
In making this announcement, we wish to state 
emphatically that none of the well-known qualities 
which have always characterized Exide Batteries will 
be sacrificed to make this reduction possible.
The same material and the same high-grade 
workmanship which you have always associated with 
Exide Batteries will continue to feature their construe- 
tion.
Let us install in your car the Exide that is best 
suited to its requirements. Let us explain its lasting 
power and carefree service.
BATTERIES
Houl ton  B a t t e r y  S e r v i c e
P. E. McGary, Proprietor
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S u r r o u n d i n g  T o w n s
Mrs. Frank E. Baker was in Hoiil-' 
ton Saturday calling on her cousin 
Mrs. Leah Shaw who is a patient at 
11 the Aroostook Hospital.
| ! Mrs. L. A. Barker, who underwent' 
I ! a serious surgical operation at the
Berrie. The “Symposium Hour’’ fol­
lowed and Mr. A. E. Luce, Mrs. W. S. 
Lewin, jMr. E. V. Perkins and others 
took part. Mr. Luce emphasized keep­
ing the young people occupied with
imiiiimmiiMMiitriiminjiiniiiiiiiitiiiiiiitiiir.fiNmiHNNNmNiMMiHHiiHHiiitminimiimiiiiMimiiMiniiMmimimHmiiinii'im iiuimitinMimiiiimmiiimuiimimiii
Mr. Ora Alward cut his foot badly 
one day last week while working in 
the woods.
Mr. and Mrs, G. H. Benn enertained 
several at their home on last Wednes­
day evening.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Haskell gave a 
party to a number of invited guests 
on Saturday evening.
Elmer Nightingale, R. C. I. ’25, has 
been home the past week with an 
attack of rheumatism.
The United Baptist choir rehearsal 
was at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Aroostook Hospital last week, is rest-1 right occupations and using the merit
Subscribers should bear in 
mind that all subscriptions are 
payable in advance and the pa­
per will be discontinued at ex­
piration. Notice of such expira­
tion will be sent out the First of 
each month.
ing comfortably at this writing.
The Quarterly meeting at the 
Baptist Church last week brought in 
many people from various parts of 
the state. Special music and many 
splendid speakers made the occasion 
a prominent one.
The ladies of the Baptist Aid an­
nounce a sale of useful and fancy 
goods to take place at the vestry 
Thursday, Dec. 8th, in the afternoon, 
also a baked bean supper from 5 
o'clock to 8 in the evening.
Mr. Charles C. Grant, expert engine 
man for the International Harvester 
Co., was a passenger on Thursday
Dr. MacMillan reported himself ami In the mealltlme thej .
crew o six well and happy and confl-. home beeomes th(/ centre 0” ° “ n“ "
dent of accomplishing the work map- service for many who need it Dr 
ped out ior them. Many icebergs were John Hunter a
encountered, but there was no pan ice. Who goes
The expedition was near enough to 
the Magnetic Pole to render the com­
pass useless, and was guided by the 
coastline in steering a course.
“The boat is a wonder,” the explor­
er wrote, adding that he felt justified
in his faith in the Bowdoin’s ability Rose's brother in the first volume, 
to weather the rought seas and ice 
floes.
night’s Pullman for Boston where he 
will attend the annual banquet given 
by this company to its employees.
UNNEUS
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Logie spent Sun- Howard on Friday evening, 
day in Houlton. Ralph Nightingale of Millinocket is
Miss Nancy Stewart of Houlton is ; spending a few days with his parents 
spending a few days in town with j jvir. and Mrs. William Nightingale, 
relatives. 1 Please remember and plan to attend
Mrs. Jewett.Adams and son Claude the sale and public supper given by Clever Cowboy Sar Coming in New 
spent a few days last week in town i the ladies ot the M. E. Church at the
the guest of relatives. Town Hall on Friday evening Dec. 9. Play
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Tyrell and babv Miss Irene Benn gave a party at | Buck Jones, one of the cleverest 
of Houlton were visiting Mr. and Mrs. !  her home on Monday evening and also i cowboy actors and greatest riders 
Henry Howard Sunday. : one Friday evening to a large number on the screen, is coming here in
Mrs. L. J. Bubar, who has been j of invited guests. The evenings were his latest William Fox picture, “The
visiting her daughter June in Deering, | spent socially with games and music. I One-Man Trail.” He will open at the
returned home last Tuesday. Refreshments were served by the j  Martin Theatre on Saturday night.
----------------  j hostess. i The story revolves around the
I.IC lT E R  B i The many friends of Mrs. Richard j elopement of Buck's sister in the
Bert McIntosh of the County Road ! Rhoda were grieved to hear of her ! play. Buck follows to bring her back.
or honor system in government. Mrs.
Lewin as a delegate of the Houlton 
Woman's Club brought the greeting 
and promise of hearty co-operation of 
that organization.
Mr. Perkins in a striking figure of 
speech brought the thought that 
homes, churches and schools rightly 
used should meet all the needs of our
young people for training, content-; party i10I)ed to pass through Fury 
ment and happiness. j  Hecla strait, the chief obstacle to the
Mr. Perkins also highly commend- ■ success of the expedition, within 
ed Houlton people and organizations | about ten days and head for winter 
for their interest in their young peo- J quarters on the western side of the 
pie, shown by their generosity and | great unchartered Baffin Land, 
co-operation. • —----------------
Other ideas brought out were en- j SMILING PASS
tertainment and good times foi young s  Did vou read “Smiles” last 
people in the church, chaperonage
a native of that region, 
irom Boston to share the 
work with them, falls in love with 
Rose, but the reader never worries 
that she will be untrue to her husband. 
Camille finds her mate in the moun­
tains and so does Philip, whom you 
will remember won the right to be
The hook is especially notable for 
its sympathetic interpretation of the 
When the letter was written the life and spirit of the picturesque
region that most of us know little
about.
This book is for sale by the TIMES 
Publishing Co.
Self-Interest a Reminder
The people who forget to pay their 
newspaper subscriptions remember 
the existence of theyou reau "smiles last year. j m cA i m- r rn  newspaper per­
il not. you missed a sweet and whole-! fectly well when they have some item 
such as the sympathetic loving older o . .home story—not a novel ot real ms- 5 they want to get printed.__New Wil-
tinction, to he sure, but a worthwhile mington (Pa.) Globe.
was a caller In this town on Sunday.
Mrs. James Murchie of Houlton 
spent Wednesday with relatives here.
Fred Cole and daughter Doris of 
New Limerick spent Sunday with Mr. 
and Mrs. Elmer Bragan.
Mrs. Mary Rideout returned to 
Houlton Sunday after spending a 
week with relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Carpenter, Mr. 
and Mrs. P. J. Haggerty and Mr. and 
Mrs. Dillon of Houlton were visitors 
at Uie home of Mr. and Mrs. T. J. 
Carpenter on Sunday.
H.
MEW LIMERICK
Mlsa Leota Smith visited Mrs 
I. McLeod Sunday.
Mn. H. A. Lovely visited Mrs. S. 
H. 8mith on Tuesday.
Mr. Lester Eaton and Mr. Horace 
Bragan who are working in Monticello 
spent Sunday with their families.
Leo Spain, Ray Burton and Bernard 
Patton of Houlton were Sunday guests 
at the home of Mrs. Nettie Spain.
Rev. H. H. Cosnian will hold ser­
vices 8unday, Dec. 11th, as follows: 
New Limerick 11 a. m., 7 p. m. at the 
Tannery.
Mrs. Albert Hatfield, Mrs. Etta Hat­
field, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Burton at­
tended the Quarterly meeting of the 
United Baptist Church at Oakfield 
last week.
death which occurred at the home o f j falls in love on the way. and meet.- 
her daughter Mrs. Roach, in Elmira, j  with some thrilling and humorous 
N. Y. on Saturday evening. Her son incidents and accidents. Buck and 
Miles Rhoda left Monday for N. Y. | his horse Blondy give some fine en- 
and will accompany the remains J tertaiment in many scenes. The cow- 
home. Much sympathy is extended to J boys also give an exhibition of some 
the family in their bereavement. j  “ treat 'em rough’ stuff in a farewell 
____________________________  i send-off to Buck.
r i r n r r / t t i  Beatrice Burnham is Jones lead-
• iU TTLETO N  j ing woman. The story is by Jack
Orie N. THcomb is in New York on ' Strumwasser. 
business. j “  ~  Z  IT
J^rs. Almon Little is confined t o ' W. C. T .  U.
her bod by illness. t
Cecil L. Harrigan was taken to the : aunual Scientific Temperance
Aroostook Hospital on Saturday fo r ! Instruction meeting of the Houlton
EAST HODGDON
Mrs. John London was the guest of 
her sister Mrs. Emma Colbath of 
Hodgdon Sunday.
Mrrf. Miles Smith and Miss Vina 
Glldred were the guests of Mrs. Chas. [ last week
treament. :
O. V. Jenkins, State Highway Sup­
ervisor, left Monday for Presque Isle 
on business.
Donald Lowery, who has been visit­
ing his aunt Mrs. J. A. Stone, return­
ed to Monticello on Sunday.
Beverly Shaw, who returned from 
the Aroostook Hospital last week, is 
slowly regaining his strength.
The young people of the Grange are 
to have a social at the Grange Hall 
on Saturday evening, Dec. 10th.
D. F. Adams, manager of the Little­
ton local of the Federation of Farmers 
left Saturday for a business trip to 
New York City.
F. H. Griffith, who had been confin­
ed to the house the past week by 
lameness caused by a fall, was able 
to be out on Sunday.
Otis Lilley, who was recently operat­
ed upon at the Madigan Hospital for 
the removal of a tumor, arrived home 
Tuesday and is gaining.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Campbell left 
to cook for E. G. Bryson
Russell, South Hodgdon, last Thurs­
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dickinson of 
Union Corner were the guests of her 
parents Mr. and Mrs. John Grant 
Sunday.
intoand their son William moved 
their house for the winter.
Mrs. Lin wood Drake returned Wed­
nesday from Ludlow, accompanied by 
her husband’s mother Mrs. Marcus 
Leavitt, who will visit her sons Roy
union was held Thursday evening, 
Dec. 1, in the dining room of the 
Methodist Church.
The school teachers, pastors and 
wives and delegates from the local 
churches and clubs were invited 
guests
Mrs. Margaret Pennington presided 
and America was sung by those 
present, followed with prayer by Mrs. 
Cotton.
Mrs. Pennington then cordially 
welcomed the guests and placed the 
program in the hands of Mrs. Annie 
Barnes, chairman of S. T. 1. Mrs. 
Barnes spoke of the object of meeting 
the teachers once each year, and of 
the particular subject of the evening, 
“Safeguarding the Perilous Recreation 
Hours.” and introduced the following 
program.
Mrs. Rose read the report of 
Parent-Teachers session of State Con­
vention in Portland.
person always near to restrain the 
impetuosiy and heat of youth, and 
watchful care in the hours after the 
entertainment is over; a joyous and 
happy “ family hour” after supper; an 
L. T. L. in each church and temper­
ance committees in Y. M. C. A. and 
Y. W. C. A. in Christian Endeavor, 
Epworth League and other church 
junior organizations, to teach the 
harmful effects of alcohol and cigaretts 
and the preparation for “Temperance 
Day" in public schools.
At the close of “Symposium Hour” 
delicious refreshments of cake and 
coffee were served by Mrs. Mary Mc­
Nair and an able committee, and a 
delightful social hour was enjoyed.
SCHOONER BOWDOIN
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
The schooner Bowdoin with the Arc­
tic expedition headed by Donald B. 
MacMillan had entered Hudson Bay on 
Aug. 19 several days ahead of its 
schedule, and it was hoped to pass 
through the dangerous Fury-Hecia 
strait on the west coast of Baffin 
Land in ten days, according to word 
received from MacMillan by Charles 
S. SewaJl. his college mate.
The letter was dated “On Board the 
Bowdoin, Aug. 19, latitude 64 degrees 
north; longitude 76 degrees, :>o min- 1 
utes west.” This was the last chance 
to send mail, and he wrote that unless 
the people at home heard from him 
by April or May it would indicate they 
had not been able to pass through the 
strait and had been forced to pass the 
Many helpful winter further down the coast.
Miss Grace McCordick is the guest! and Linwood.
of her parents In Littleton for 
wook*
Mrs. Hannah Whited and Mrs. Benj. 
London of Houlton were the guests 
of Mrs. John Grant Friday.
Mrs. Wm. Lang and Mrs. Albert 
Hall were the guests of Mrs. Manzer 
Fox one day last week.
Rev. A. E. Luce of Houlton will 
preach at the Union Church Sunday.!
LUDLOW
Mr. Audber Thompson, who has had 
a severe attack of grip, is able to be 
out.
Laurel Thompson of H. H. S. has 
been home several days suffering with 
jaundice.
Mist Nancy Hardy of Linneus spent 
a few days of last week with Mrs. 
James Webb.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jordan and son 
Lawrence were Sunday guests of Mrs. 
Jordan’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. James 
Webb.
Miss Beatrice Getchell, teacher of 
the Mooee Brook school, spent the 
week-end with Mrs. W. R. McCain of 
New Limerick.
Miss Margaret Schools an H. H. S. 
claae mate of Miss Dora Warman, was 
her guest at the home of her parents 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Warman, over the 
week-end.
The young people were entertained 
at tke home of Mr. and Mrs. Owen 
Thompson Friday evening. Many live­
ly games were played until a late 
hour. Refreshments consisting of 
sandwiches, cake, cookies and lemon­
ade were served by the hostess.
BRIDGEWATER
Mrs. H. F. Good was in Mars Hill 
Friday.
Mrs. Geo. Roberts was in Easton 
Friday.
Alfred Hager has gone to Boston 
to work.
Gordon Stitham has been very ill 
with whooping cough.
Geo. Barrett was home from Houl­
ton Monday on business.
The M. E. Aid will meet Wednesday 
p. m. at Mrs. Ida Packard’s.
Mlsa Vine Peterson is at H. G. 
Stackpole’s from Centerville, N. B.
Mrs. Thomas Buckley went Satur­
day Bight to Lowell, Mass, on busi­
ness.
Fred Jamison went Saturday to 
Manchester, N. H. with a car of 
potatoes.
Mrs. Fred Snow and sister of 
Floreocevllle, N. B. were in Houlton 
Saturday.
A. C. Cookson was unable to be in 
his barber shop Saturday on account 
of lameness.
Frank Parley was in Florenceville, 
N. B. Sunday to attend the funeral of 
Mr. 8tevenson.
Mrs. Geo. Packard is entertaining 
her sister Mrs. Harry Hagerman of 
Centerville, N. B.
Mr. aid Mrs. Verne Gardiner are 
receiving congratulations on the birth 
of a son, born Dec. 1st.
Victor Ketcbum, who has been 
very 111 with pneumoiUa. is not im­
proving any at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bradstreet re­
turned home Friday night from a 
business trip to Bangor, Portland and 
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Packard went 
Friday to Florenceville, N. B., called 
tlmre by the Illness and death of a 
relative.
Captain Cole of the Salvation Army 
of Houlton conducted services at the 
U. B. Church on Sunday morning. 
There was a large audience present 
and all enjoyed the service.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Lilley, Mr. and 
Mrs. J. A. Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. J. 
P. Tracy and Mrs. O. V. Jenkins at­
tended the Quarterly meeting at Oak- 
field last Thursday and Friday.
At the regular meeting of Littleton 
Grange on Saturday evening the 
following officers were elected: Master 
T. A. Schools; Overseer, E. P. 
Titcomb; Lecturer, Miss Pauline 
Campbell; Steward, D. F. Adams: 
Asst. Steward, Ernest Sewall; Chap­
lain, Henry Ingraham; Treas., J. F. 
Leavitt; Secretary, Maude A. Jenkins; 
Gate-keeper, Edison Briggs; Ceres, 
Mrs. T. A. Schools; Pomona, Mrs 
Mildred Bruce; Flora, Mrs. Olive 
Leavitt; L. A. Steward, Mrs. Iva Hut­
chinson. The Grange voted to have; 
Past Master Bliss Bubar assisted by : 
Mrs. Allie Bubar to install their i 
officers on Saturday evening, Jan. 7th.
OAKFIELD
Miss Mary Callaghan was the week­
end guest of her parents in Houlton.
Mr. H. B. Fisher has recently 
installed a new bath room in his 
home.
Mr. Byron Estabrooks and family 
moved to Lincoln last week for tli“ 
winter.
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Spratt of island 
Falls attended he Quarterly meeting 
in town Friday.
Mrs. A. O. Crommett of Millinocket 
is teaching a dancing class at the 
Martin Theatre Thursday nights.
Mr. Elmer E. Hersey, who was a 
patient at a hospital in Houlton, re­
turned home Saturday much improv­
ed.
! and practical ideas were brought out 
in this report, gleaned from tli ■ 
speakers away, whom were State Slip*., 
of Schools A. E. Thomas. State 
Woman's Club Federation president, 
Mrs. J. II. Huddilston, Miss Florence 
Hale, and Miss Anna Dingley. .Mrs. 
Gertrude Shean read tic beautiful 
poem “My Child." Mrs. Rhoda. chair­
man of the Church Mission of H"lp 
of the Episcopal Church, whose plans 
for helping the girls of <>ur town are 
in process of formation, was in­
troduced. Miss Annie Pennington read 
the delightful poem. “ The Children 
at Church” by Margaret Saugster.
Mrs. Mildred Huffman, Ricker's 
talented preceptress was the chief 
speaker of the evening, and gave an 
inspiring address on “ Recreation for 
our Young People.”
Two charming ballads were sung by 
our gifted contralto singer. Miss Alene
Hard Colds- People whose blood is 
j ure are not nearly so likely to take 
hard colds as are others. Hood's 
Sarsaparilla makes the blood pure; 
and this great medicine recovers the 
system after a cold as no other 
medicine does. Take Hood's.
We have a 
l i n e  o f
full
n e w
an kets
Lumberman’s 
Street and 
Stable
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A
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Mlsa Sullivan of Portage is visiting 
friends in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Crockett are 
living in Houlton.
BUS Parrlfo and George Quint are 
members of the R. C. I. orchestra.
Forrest Royal Is a member of the 
Colby College Comet basketball team.
Mr. William Quint Is receiving 
treatment at one of the hospitals at 
Houlton.
'/o'
The Most Thrill­
ing Sport of the 
Year.
Gliding over the smooth ice with 
swift, strong strokes—the thrill of 
a fast hockey game—the crisp win­
ter air makes you feel real joy in 
life.
For many people skating is the 
most exhilarating sport of the year. 
To really enjoy it ou must have the 
right skates.
Winchester skates have fine lines 
keen blades. Made for strength 
and endurance. All the popular 
models—for speed and figure skat­
ing—for the beginner and the ex­
pert skater.
Certified 
Electric Service
Telephone the Neighbors 
Who Know
Get Their Opinions
In selecting a farm light plant, 
oerformancc it what counts most. 
You want to know how Willys Light 
is liked by people who already have 
plants.
Telephone any of our customers 
—we will give you their names.
They will tell you of the Willys 
Light certified electric service- how 
all guesswork and uncertainty it 
eliminated. How a dependable, 
year-m-and-year-out performance is 
Assured.
Get the facta, then ask us to 
demonstrate.
$295 up to $595
A. M. 8TACKPOLE, Jr.
Bridgewater, Maine
L. A . Barker Company
Oakfield, Maine 
t h e  W IN Crt£5T£R  store
wttnthe Qjuttt JOUght
J. E
E [sell | Furniture, Sieves 
and Piancs cheaper l l i n  
any store in Eastern M a i n e  
because we pay no rent and our 
costs of doing business are much 
lower
Tarbell &  Sons
Smyrna Mills, Maine
i romance with its setting in the Cum- 
, berland mountains and in Boston.
In “Smiling Pass” Mr. Robinson 
gives us the same and more of it. We 
find the same adorable— if at times 
somewhat unbelievable— heroine, and 
the same setting. Though the author 
is a Boston lawyer, it is obvious that 
he knows our southern highlands and 
their people as he knows Pemberton 
square, and you also get the impres­
sion that along with the law he has 
specialized in surgery, for his hero,; 
as in “Smiles,” is a great surgeon, or 
rather, all of his heroes are surgeons,i 
for there is really a group of them. i
Rose and Dr. MacDonald, her hus­
band, come back from France as the j 
war closes, the husband pitifully crip­
pled with muscular rheumatism. With | 
them they bring a Belgian orphan of j 
18, CamiUe Laporte, who becomes j 
heroine number two, as the story j 
develops. Because of the doctor’s , 
health and because Rose’s heart turns i 
that way, they go southward to the 
familiar mountain region. There the 
healing of the hills slowly works its 1 
miracle on the crippled man—so slow-
Money b*”i: without question 
if H U N T S  GUARANTEES  
SKIN DISEASE REMEDIES 
(Hunt’e Salve and Soap), fail in 
the treatment of Itch, Eczema, 
Ringworm, Tetter or other itch - 
ing skin dtoeaaea. Try tbit 
treatment at our risk.
L. A. Barker &  Co.. Oakfield. Main*
Week of December 5,1921Temple Theatre
WEDNESDAY
“ O V E R  T H E  H I L L ”
Has run one solid year in New York. 10 
months in London, 6 months in Chicago. 
6 months in Boston. A Picture people 
like to see more than once. One you nev­
er can forget!
THURSDAY
W ILLIA M  RUSSELL in
“ Lady of Longacre”
A spirited comedy drama—the best of 
William Russell's recent productions. See
l.v in fact that the shock of a great how Sir Anthony straightens out the love 
crisis is needed to bring him back to 
his old-time strength.
affairs of a romantic Prince and a love­
ly Princess. Two reel comedy “Love and 
War.”
iB1-
FRIDAY
A LIC E  BRADY in “ Land of Hope”
An excellent drama well played. Based 
on a good story that is different from the 
average and is called "one of the most 
enjoyable productions of present release.’ ’ 
It's a Real.art! Two reel comedy “ Bangs”  
Prim it ive Life in Tennessee.
R A W  FU R S  A N D  D E E R  S K IN S  
Bought  at Highest M arket  Prices
All  shipments of furs arc held 7 
days and if  our valuation is not 
sat j s factorv we return furs and 
P A Y  A L L  E X P E N S E S  
BANG O R T A L L O W  CO.,
140 Broad St. Bangor, Maine
I'i&SWifBl1 mi i ■ ■■■■■— — m
SATURDAY
BUCK JONES in “ To a Finish”
A western melodrama. Don't miss see'ng 
one of tlie most thrilling of runaways and 
list duels if you like real western pictures 
Two reel Sunshine “ The Golfer” and 
M utt  and Jeff.
Feeling Fine, Thank You |
Say, yesterday I had the worst Cold you ever 
saw. Nose run, bones ached, flashes of fever, 
hot and cold, chilly. But believe me, I  am all 
right today.
Do you want to know what did itf One 25c 
box of
Laxitive Cold Tablets, prepared 
for L. A . Barker Co., Oakfield, Maine
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Cameras, Kodaks,Supplies
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AH carried in stock— W e  also take 
orders for Developing and Printing 
of Films and Plates
Bridgewater Drug Company
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Music of the People—by
the People—for 
the People-^H
Exclusive Columbia Artists
Nora Bayes, Paul Biese Trio, 
Paul Biese College Inn Or­
chestra, Harry C. Browne, 
Frank Crumit, Marion Harris? 
Art Hlckerman’s Orchestra, 
Al Jolson, Ted Lewis Jazz 
Band, Van & Schenck, Bert 
Williams.
That is just what Columbia Records 
played on the Columbia Grafonola 
give you any time of every day—the 
popular music the people like, sung 
and played by all the most famous 
people in every field of the musical 
art. lor all the people of the United 
States. The Grafonola plays no favo­
rites among its hearers, but numbers 
all the favorites among its artists. 
Come in. See our complete line of 
instruments. Hear some of our latest 
records today. You are more than 
welcome to play any number of re­
cords you want on any instrument 
you choose.
A . H. Bradstreet
Bridgewater, Maine
